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Abstract 
In the last few decades, advances in observational cosmology have given us a standard model of cosmology. 
The basic cosmological parameters have been laid out to high precision. Cosmologists have started asking 
questions about the nature of the cosmological initial conditions. Many ambitious experiments such as 
Planck satellite, EBEX, ACT, CAPMAP, QUaD, BICEP, SPIDER, QUIET, and GEM are underway. Ex-
periments like these will provide us with a wealth of information about CMB polarization, CMB lensing, and 
polarization foregrounds. These experiments will be complemented with great observational campaigns to 
map the 3D structure in the Universe and new particle physics constraints from the Large Hadron Collider. 
In my graduate work I have made explicit how observations of the CMB temperature and E-polarization 
anisotropies can be combined to provide optimal constraints on models of the early universe at the highest 
energies. I have developed new ways of constraining models of the early universe using CMB temperature and 
polarization data. Inflation is one of the most promising theories of the early universe. Different inflationary 
models predict different amounts of non-Gaussian perturbations. Although any non-Gaussianity predicted by 
the canonical inflation model is very small, there exist models which can generate significant amounts of non-
Gaussianities. Hence any characterization of non-Gaussianity of the primordial perturbations constrains the 
models of inflation. The information in the bispectrum (or higher order moments) is completely independent 
of the power spectrum constraints on the amplitude of primordial power spectrum (A), the scalar spectral 
index of the primordial power spectrum (n8 ), and the running of the primordial power spectrum. My work 
has made it possible to extract the bispectrum information from large, high resolution CMB temperature 
and polarization data. 
We have demonstrated that the primordial adiabatic perturbations can be reconstructed using CMB 
temperature and E-polarization information [119]. One of the main motivations of reconstructing the pri-
mordial perturbations is to study the primordial non-Gaussianities. Since the amplitude of primordial 
non-Gaussianity is very small, any enhancement in sensitivity to the primordial features is useful because it 
improves the characterization of the primordial non-Gaussianity. Our reconstruction allows us to be more 
sensitive to the primordial features, whereas most of the current probes of non-Gaussianity do not specifically 
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select for them. 
We have also developed a fast cubic (bispectrum) estimator of non-Gaussianity CfNL) of local type, using 
combined temperature and E-polarization data [120]. The estimator is computationally efficient, scaling as 
O(N;{;) compared to the O(N:f;) scaling of the brute force bispcctrum calculation for sky maps with Npix 
pixels. For the Planck satellite, this translates into a speed-up by factors of millions, reducing the required 
computing time from thousands of years to just hours and thus making fNL estimation feasible. The speed 
of our estimator allows us to study its statistical properties using Monte Carlo simulations. 
Our estimator in its original form was optimal for homogeneous noise. In order to apply our estimator to 
realistic data, the estimator needed to be able to deal with inhomogeneous noise. We have generalized the 
fast polarized estimator to deal with inhomogeneous noise. The generalized estimator is also computationally 
efficient, scaling as O(N;{;). Furthermore, we have studied and characterized our estimators in the presence 
of realistic noise, finite resolution, incomplete sky-coverage, and using non-Gaussian CMB maps [118]. 
We have also developed a numerical code to generate CMB temperature and polarization non-Gaussian 
maps starting from a given primordial non-Gaussianity UNL) [76]. In the process of non-Gaussian CMB map 
making, the code also generates corresponding non-Gaussian primordial curvature perturbations. We use 
these curvature perturbations to quantify the quality of the tomographic reconstruction method described 
in [119]. We check whether the tomographic reconstruction method preserves the non-Gaussian features, 
especially the phase information, in the reconstructed curvature perturbations (Yadav ct al. in preparation). 
Finally, using our estimator we found [121] evidence for primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type 
(!NL) in the temperature anisotropy of the Cosmic Microwave Background. Analyzing the bispectrum of 
the WMAP 3-year data up to Rmax = 750 we find 27 < fNL < 147 (95% CL). This amounts to a rejection of 
fNL = 0 at 2.Scr, disfavoring canonical single field slow-roll inflation. The signal is robust to variations in lma.x, 
frequency, and masks. No known foreground, instrument systematic, or secondary anisotropy explains it. 
We explore the impact of several analysis choices on the quoted significance and find 2 .. 'icr to be conservative. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
In the last few decades the advances in the observational cosmology have led the field to its "golden age." 
Cosmologists are beginning to nail down the basic cosmological parameters, and have started asking ques-
tions about the nature of the initial conditions. We call this era the era of precision cosmology. Currently 
most of the work related to probing the initial conditions is restricted to finding two parameters: n.,, the 
scalar spectral index of the primordial power spectrum, and the running of the primordial power spectrum. 
In my thesis project, I go beyond the power spectrum analysis by developing ways of probing the cosmo-
logical initial conditions. This project is a step toward resolving the fundamental questions about the early 
universe. Some example questions which our project will help to resolve arc: Are primordial perturbations 
really Gaussian? Did something like inflation really happen ? If yes, how do we distinguish between different 
models of inflation ? 
1.1 Standard Cosmological Paradigm 
The standard model of cosmology, also known as the big-bang model, describes an expanding universe whose 
dynamics is governed by the general theory of relativity. Due to homogeneity and isotropy on large scales, 
the background evolution of such a universe is given by the Friedman Robertson Walker (FRW) metric. The 
background FRW metric 
(1.1) 
is completely characterized by the scale factor a(t), and the curvature constant K. The scale factor a(t) 
is normalized to unity today; and the curvature constant K can either be 0 for flat universe, -1 for open 
universe, or + 1 for closed universe. The background evolution of the universe can be described in terms of 
the scale factor a(t) and the Hubble parameter H(t) = a(t)/a(t). The value of present day Hubble parameter 
is Ho= lOOh km/sec/Mpc, where h = 0.71 ± .04 [109]. For a given geometry (flat, closed, or open), the 
1 
evolution of a(t) is determined by the total mean density p(t) of the constituents of the universe, which arc: 
photons, baryons, neutrinos, cold dark matter, and dark energy. 
Observations have given us tight constraints on both the total energy density of the constituents of 
the universe, as well as the individual contribution of these constituents to the total energy density. The 
present day total density p0 is very close to the present critical density PcritO = ~ = 2.9 x 10-29 gm/cm3 , 
suggesting universe to be very close to flat (109]. The individual contribution of densities often expressed as 
a fraction of critical density, i.e. Ox(t) = Px(t)/ Pcrit(t) are: for cold dark matter, Om = 0.27 ± 0.04; for dark 
energy, OvE = 0.73 ± 0.04; for baryons Ob= 0.044 ± 0.004; for neutrinos, nv < 0.0037; and for radiation, its 
contribution is well measured by its temperature Tcmb = 2.728 ± 0.004K [41]. Although today the universe 
is dark energy dominated, as evident from the numbers given above, this was not always the case. Since the 
mean density of different constituents varies differently as the scale factor a(t), the universe went through 
different phases, starting with radiation domination in the early universe, going to matter domination, and 
eventually becoming dark energy dominated. 
Until now we have been talking about the background evolution of the universe, now we turn to the 
question of how the structure formation takes place in the standard big-bang model. One might think that 
the gravitational instability will lead to the structure we see around us, but the big-bang model by itself 
is quite incapable of doing so [7 4]; and suffers from some serious problems, for example, horizon problem, 
flatness problem, monopole problem, etc. [93]. These problems are resolved by having a theory of early 
universe, which generates a special set of initial conditions for the standard big-bang model. 
1.2 The Early Universe 
One of the most promising theories of the early universe is inflation [45, 102, 2], which apart from solving the 
flatness, homogeneity and isotropy problem, also gives a mechanism for producing the seed perturbations 
for structure formation, and other testable predictions. During inflation, the universe goes through an 
exponentially expanding phase. Friedman equation tells us that the condition for the accelerated expansion 
is: 
p+ 3p < 0. (1.2) 
For both the matter and radiation the condition is not satisfied. But it turns out that for a scalar field, the 
above condition can be achieved. For a spatially homogeneous scalar field, ¢, moving in a potential, V ( <P), 
the energy density is given by: 
1 
pq, = "2(d<f;/dt) 2 + V(¢), (1.3) 
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and the pressure is given by: 
1 
pq, = 2.(d¢/dt)2 - V(</J). (1.4) 
Hence the condition for accelerated expansion of the universe dominated with scalar field </J is 
(d¢/dt) 2 < V(</J). (1.5) 
Physically this condition corresponds to situations where kinetic energy of the field is much smaller than its 
potential energy. This condition is referred to slowly-rolling of the scalar field. During such slow-roll, the 
Hubble parameter, H(t) = dlna/dt, is nearly constant in time, and the expansion scale factor, a(t) is given 
by 
a(t) = a(t0 ) exp (l: H(t')dt') ~ a(t0 ) exp [ H(t) (t - t0 )] . (1.6) 
This exponential expansion drives the observable universe spatially flat, homogeneous and isotropic. 
A toy model is shown in fig. 1.1. In the slow-roll phase, <P rolls down on V(<P) slowly, satisfying Eq. 1.5 
and the slowly-roll condition (see appendix C) and hence driving the universe to expand exponentially. Near 
the minima of the potential, <P oscillates rapidly and inflation ends. After inflation ends, interactions of </J 
with other particles lead <P to decay with a decay rate of r <1" producing particles and radiation. This is called 
a reheating phase of the universe, as </J converts its energy density into heat by the particle production. 
Not only inflation solves the flatness, homogeneity and isotropy problem, it also gives a mechanism for 
generating (discussed in 2.1) seed perturbations. During inflation the quantum fluctuation in the field </J 
are exponentially stretched due to the rapid expansion phase. The proper wavelength of the fluctuations 
arc stretched out of the Hubble-horizon scale to that time, H-1 . Once outside the horizon, the character-
istic r.m.s. amplitude of these fluctuations is l<Plrms ~ H/(27r). These fiuctuations do not change in time 
while outside the horizon. After inflation, and reheating, the standard hot-big scenario starts. As the uni-
verse decelerates, at some point the fluctuations re-enter the Hubble horizon, seeding matter and radiation 
fluctuations in the universe. Figure 1.2 summarizes the evolution of characteristic length scales. 
To summarize, inflation gives rise to the initial conditions for the standard big-bang model. These 
initial conditions made the universe fiat, homogeneous, and isotropic on large scales, and, imprinted the 
perturbations on the metric which grew through gravitational forces, making the structure we sec around 
us. 
Although inflation is the most popular theory for the early universe, other mechanisms, for example, 
ekpyrotic models [38] and cyclic models [111, 112] have been proposed for generating nearly scale invariant 
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V(cp) 
Slow-roll 
Figure 1.1: Figure shows a toy scenario for the dynamics of the scalar field during infiation. During the 
slow-roll, universe accelerates. When field reaches near the minima of the potential, the field oscillates and 
the radiation and matter is created. 
Gaussian perturbations, while retaining homogeneity and flatness. In the cyclic universe, there is no be-
ginning of time, and our expansion of the universe is one out of the infinite number of such cycles. Each 
cycle consists of the following phases: (1) A hot big bang phase, during which a structure formation takes 
place. (2) An accelerated expansion phase which dilutes the matter and radiation energy density. Since 
observations suggest that our universe is going through an accelerated expansion phase, in the cyclic model 
interpretation, we arc presently going through this phase. (3) A decelerating phase, which makes the uni-
verse flat, and generates nearly Gaussian and scale invariant density perturbations. (4) A big crunch/bang 
transition phase during which matter and radiation is created. Although the mechanism is different, the 
outcome of phase (3) of the cyclic model is in some sense analogous to a slow-roll expansion phase of inflation; 
and phase (4) will correspond with the reheating phase in the inflationary scenario. As we will discuss in the 
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Comoving 
Scales 
Inflation 
Log time 
Hot Big Bang 
CrJITIO'Jlng 
Horizon 
density fluctuation 
Figure 1.2: Evolution of comoving horizon in the infiatiouary universe. The plot shows a comoving scale 
and the Hubble length as a function of time. Fluctuations arc created quantum mediauically 011 sub-horizon 
scales. While a given cornoving scale remains constant, the Hubble length changes with time. Dnring 
inflation Hubble length shrinks with time and the modes (perturbations) exit the horizon. After the end 
of the inflation Hubble length grows with time and hence the modes re-enter the horizon. The exact time 
when these modes enter the horizon depends on the length scale of tlw mode in question. 
next section these two scenarios can be distinguished by their different predictions about the gravitational 
waves, and non-Gaussianity. Cyclic models predict negligible contribution of gravitational waves while infla-
tionary models can produce large gravitational wave contribution, which can be ddected by next generation 
experiments. Second, cyclic models produce much larger non-Ganssianity (of local type) in comparison to 
the standard slow-roll inflationary scenario. 
1.3 How to Probe the Cosmological Initial Conditions ? 
The main predictions of a canonical inflation model are: 
(i) spatial flatness of the observable univernc, 
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(ii) homogeneity and isotropy on large angular scales of the observable universe, 
(iii) primordial density perturbations being 
(a) nearly scale invariant, 
(a) nearly adiabatic, and 
( c) very close to Gaussian, 
(iv) amplitude of primordial tensor perturbations to be much smaller than the scalar perturbations. 
To the zeroth order these predictions arc consistent with the current observational sensitivity and this 
makes us believe that something like inflation did happen iu the early universe. Unfortunately the above 
predictions are very generic and can not be taken as a proof of standard slow-roll inflation. It turns out that 
there is a whole 'zoo' of early universe models, ranging from non-minimal slow-roll inflation, to an a.lterna.tive 
scenario like ekpyrotic models (cyclic model), which can also produce the above set of predictions. What we 
would like to do is to characterize the deviations from the canonical predictions. The exciting thing is that 
the upcoming experiments will have the sensitivity to achieve this goal. Now we will discuss how and what 
we can learn about the early universe from the upcoming experiments. 
1.3.1 Tilt and Running 
As we will see in section 2.1 inflationary models very generically predict a slight deviation from completely 
fiat spectrum. If we write the primordial power spectrum as ?.p = Akn, - 1 , then n 8 = 1 correspond to fiat 
spectrum and the quantity \ns - 1\ is called a tilt, which characterizes the deviation from scale invariant 
spectrum. Although the deviations from the scale invariance are predicted to be small, the exact amount of 
deviation depends on the details of the inflationary model. For example in most slow roll models \n -1\ is of 
order 1/ Ne, where Ne ,..., 60 is a number of e-folds to the end of inflation. Ghost inflation, however, predicts 
negligible tilt. Hence characterizing the tilt of the scalar spectral index is a useful probe of the early universe. 
Currently the most stringent constraints on tilt come from the WMAP 5-ycar data, n, = 0.960!8:8~j [64], 
which already disfavors inflationary models with 'blue spectral index' (ns > 1). 
Apart from the tilt in the primordial power spectrum, inflationary models also predict ns to be slightly 
scale dependent. This scale dependence is referred to as 'running' of the spectral index n,, and is defined 
as dn./dlnk. The constraints on the running from the WMAP 5-year data arc -0.090 < dn./dlnk < 
0.0019 [64]. 
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1.3.2 Primordial Gravity Waves 
Inflation also generates tensor perturbations, which although small compared to sea.Jar component, is still 
detectable. Detection of these tensor perturbations or primordial gra.vita.tiona.l waves is considered a.s a. 
'smoking gun' for inflationary scenario. In contra.st to Inflationary scenarios, ekpyrotic (cyclic) models 
predict undetectable amount of gra.vita.tiona.l waves. It turns out that the primordial gravity wave signal 
gets imprinted in the CMB polarization, we refer to these as B-modes of CMB. This primordial B-mode 
signal is directly related to the Hubble para.meter H during inflation. Since the Hubble para.meter during 
inflation is related to inflationary potential, we can directly probe the inflationary potential by measuring 
the B-modes of CMB. The amplitude of gravitational waves can be characterized as a ratio of amplitude of 
tensor to scalar perturbations, r. For the models with a large inflation potential, one expects r to be large 
and vice-versa. Expected B-mode contribution is close to the present experiment limit, r < 0.20 (95%) C.L. 
There arc several dedicated CMB B-polarization measurement experiments which are one the way (such 
as EBEX and QUaD). These experiments will have at least an order of magnitude better sensitivity (for 
B-modes) than the current generation experiments. The detection of B-modes will kill the ckpyrotic models 
and will dramattically constrain the inflationary parameter space. 
1.3.3 Isocurvature Modes 
The simplest inflationary models, usually with a single scalar field, predict primordial perturbations to be 
adiabatic. However a large number of inflationary models, usually with multiple scalar fields, predict some 
amount of isocurvature modes. For example, curvaton models predict the primordial perturbations to be a 
mixture of adiabatic and isocurvature perturbations. Isocurvature initial conditions specify perturbations in 
the energy densities of two (or more) species that add up to zero. It does not perturb the spacial curvature of 
comoving slice (i.c n is zero, hence the name isocurvature ). In genera.I, there can be four types of isocurva.ture 
modes, namely: baryon isocurvaturc modes, CDM isocurvaturc modes, neutrino density isocurvature modes 
and, neutrino velocity isocurvaturc modes. The contribution of isocurvaturc modes is model dependent, and 
different models predict different amounts of it. Although observationally there exists an upper limit on the 
allowed isocurvaturc modes using CMB temperature anisotropies [18, 13], a characterization (or detection 
of any) of isocurvaturc modes has a potential of discriminating between the models of the early universe. 
1.3.4 Primordial Non-Gaussianity 
Primordial non-Gaussianity is a main focus of my thesis work. Canonical inflationary models predict pri-
mordials perturbations to be very close to Gaussian [46, 110, 47, 9, 89], and any non-Gaussianity predicted 
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by the canonical inflation models is very small [l, 81]. However models with non-linearity [100, 42, 44], 
interacting scalar fields [4, 40], and deviation from ground state [72, 83] can generate large non-Gaussian 
perturbations. The non-Gaussianity of the models is usually measured in terms of non-linearity parameter 
f NL (defined in section 2.5). Different models of inflation predict different amounts off NL, starting from 
very close to zero for almost Gaussian perturbations, to f NL "'" 100 for large non-Gaussian perturbations. 
For example, the canonical inflation models with slow roll inflation, where only a couple of derivatives 
of potential arc responsible for inflationary dynamics, predict fNL ~ 0.05 [81]. In models where higher 
order derivatives of the potential are important, the value of /NL varies from /NL~ 0.1 where higher order 
derivatives are suppressed by a low UV cutoff [28] to f NL ~ 100 based on Dirac-Born-Infeld effective action. 
A ghost inflation, where during the inflation, the background has a constant rate of change as opposed to 
the constant background in conventional inflations, is also capable of giving f NL ~ 100 [5]. The additional 
field models generating inhomogeneities in non-thermal species [37] can generate f NL ~ 5 [124]; while 
curvaton models, where isocurvature perturbations in second field during the inflation generate adiabatic 
perturbations after the inflation, can have fNL ~ 10 [80]. 
People have tried to test for the presence of non-Gaussianity using the statistical properties of the 
temperature fluctuations in the CMB. So far, bispectrum tests have not detected a signal in the temperature 
fluctuations mapped by COBE [GS] and WMAP [G5]. 
In my thesis we have developed bispectrum based statistical tools to test for the primordial non-
Gaussianity in the CMB. Applying our bispectrum estimator to the WMAP 3-year data, we find an evidence 
of primordial non-Gaussianity, which we describe in Chapter 6. 
1.4 Primary Anisotropies in the Cosmic Microwave Background 
In this section we will briefly discuss the basics of the CMB, which has been extensively used in my work to 
probe the early universe. We will also discuss the observations of the CMB from the Wilkinson Microwave 
Anisotropy Probe (WMAP). The temperature anisotropy data from WMAP mission was used to constrain 
the primordial non-Gaussianity, which we discuss in chapter 6 
Since the discovery of CMB by Pcnzias and Wilson in 1965 [96] and the first detection of CMB temper-
ature anisotropies on large scales by the COBE DMR [39], the space satellite WMAP and over a dozens 
of balloon and ground based experiments have characterized the CMB anisotropies to a high accuracy and 
over a wide range of angular scales. The upcoming space satellite Planck1 will characterize the temperature 
anisotropies to even higher accuracy up to angular scales of £max "'" 2500. 
1see http://www.rssd.esa.int/index.php?project=Planck 
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It is very recent that the experiments have started characterizing the E polarization anisotropies [69, 92], 
and at present the errors in the polarization anisotropies arc large in comparison to temperature anisotropies. 
Currently there are several ground and balloon based experiments taking data for polarization, for example 
Boomerang, CBI, DASI, etc. The space satellite Planck will characterize the E polarization anisotropy to a 
high accuracy and may even detect B polarization. 
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation was created when the temperature of the universe 
fell sufficiently below such that the electrons were no longer free to participate in Thomson scattering with 
photons. The electrons at this time combined with the protons to form hydrogen, and the photons traveled 
freely since then to form an isotropic CMB sky as we see today. The temperature of the black body spectrum 
of the CMB is well measured (sec figure 1.3) to be 2.728 ± 0.004 K [41]. Subtracting this mean radiation 
(corresponding to 2.728K) from the CMB sky, we arc left with the tiny fluctuations tlT(ft), with the r.m.s 
amplitude of about 3 x 10-5K. These inhomogeneities in the CMB sky provide us a snapshot of irregularities 
at the surface of last scattering, when the universe was just 400,000 years old. Sec Figure 1.4 for maps of 
the CMB temperature anisotropies as measured by the WMAP satellite. 
Apart from the temperature fluctuations, CMB also has polarization fluctuations. Polarization flue-
tuations arise when an anisotropic radiation field scatters off free electrons. Polarization fluctuations can 
be decomposed into the gradient (E) and the curl (B) part. Unlike tlT and E, which arc also created 
by the density perturbations, B modes arc created only by the tensor perturbations. The E polarization 
fluctuations are an order of magnitude smaller than the temperature fluctuations, and the B polarization 
fluctuations are even smaller. It is conventional to write the perturbations in the spherical harmonics space: 
tlT(n) ~ r (" 
-T-- = waemYtm n), 
lm 
E(ft) = I:afmYf!(n), 
lm 
B(n) = I: afm Yf~ (ft), 
lm 
(1.7) 
where E(ft) and B(ft) arc the divergence and the curl part of the linear polarization field respectively. For 
Gaussian fluctuations, all the information is contained in the power spectrum, and hence, for CMB all the 
information is contained in the following four power spectra: 
(1.8) 
The cross correlation terms, cBT and C8 E, are zero due to parity invariance. Figure 1.6 shows the form 
of these power spectra. 
Some of the main features of the power spectra are: 
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Figure 1.3: The plot shows the blackbody spectrum of the cosmic microwave background, as measured by 
COBE-FIRAS experiment. Note that the error bars arc smaller than the thickness of the line. The figure is 
taken from NASA's LAMBDA website. 
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-200 T(µK) +200 
Figure 1.4: Five-year \VMAP temperature sky maps in Galactic coordinates smoothed with 0.2° Gaussian 
beam, shown in molwide projection. top: K band (23 GHz), middle-!Pft: Ka band (33 GHz), bottom-left: 
Q band (41 GHz), middle-right: V band (Gl GHz), bottom-right.: W band (04 GHz). The maps are taken 
from NASA's LA1vIBDA website. 
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WMAP 5-year 
Figure 1.5: The foreground-reduced Internal Linear Combination (ILC) map based on the 5 year \VJ\IAP 
data. The map is taken from NASA's LAMBDA website. 
Figure 1.6: Power spectra cxv e(;!l), plotted in dimensionless units, for all the four combinations. Red 
curve corresponds to TT power spectrum, dark blue and pink curve corTcspmHls to TE power spectrum, 
green corresponds to EE power spectrum, and the lowest curve in light green color corresponds to IJIJ power 
spectrum. 
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• Curvature perturbations in the early universe: The large scale modes (£ < 20), which were outside the 
horizon at the time of decoupling, were not affected by the causal photon-baryon plasma. Hence the tem-
perature perturbations at these scales are directly related to the primordial perturbations via Sachs-Wolfe 
effect as b.T/T = 1/5<I>. Here <I> is the primordial curvature perturbation. 
• Integrated Sachs-Wolfe effect: After decoupling, photons decouple from photon-baryon plasma and travel 
in straight paths (geodesic). Due to presence of dark matter, however. baryons were clustered in grav-
itational potential wells even prior to decoupling. Since the photons were coupled to the baryons before 
decoupling, they also were in same potential wells. After decoupling, the photons have to climb out of the 
potential wells when they are suddenly freed. This climb requires some energy and hence the photons are 
red-shifted. This gives rise to a rise at low 1 in the CMB power spectrum which is known as the Sachs-Wolfe 
effect. 
With an identical mechanism, if the potential wells evolve with time (after decoupling) depending on 
whether potential decays or grows, it can give rise to blue or redshift of photons respectively. This phe-
nomenon is referred to as late time Sachs-Wolfe effect. If this evolution of potential wells were due to 
non-linear evolution of structure then it is sometimes referred to as Rees-Sciama effect. 
• Sound waves prior to decoupling: On the scales smaller than the sound horizon at the time of decoupling, 
i.e. (} < 1° (or£> 200), the temperature fluctuations in the CMB are t.he results of three main processes: 
acoustic oscillations of the perturbations in k space, intrinsic temperature fluctuations, and Doppler effects. 
These effects are dependent on the cosmological parameters, and show following simple scalings: 
-The higher the baryon density, greater the peak amplitude; and in particular odd peaks arc enhanced more. 
-Lower the Hubble parameter, greater the peak amplitude. 
-Changing the cosmological constant changes the location of the peaks. 
-Primordial spectral index n, tilts the angular power spectrum. 
• Re-ionization information: Since polarization is created due to the scattering of an anisotropic radia-
tion field, it only depends on the local perturbations; and hence there is no net large scale polarization in 
the primary anisotropy of CMB. The presence of the large scale polarization signal (corresponding to£~ 5 
in Figure 1.6) gives the information about the re-ionization of the universe, for example, the height of the 
peak scales as the square of the optical depth due to re-ionization, and for models with sudden re-ionization 
the position of the peak constrains the re-ionization epoch. 
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Chapter 2 
Cosmological Initial Conditions 
2.1 Quantum Fluctuations in an Unperturbed de Sitter 
Space-Time 
In this section, first we will review the properties of the quantum fluctuations generated during inflation. 
Second, we will see how the classical fluctuations (which seed structure formation) emerge from the quantum 
fluctuations generated during inflation. The discussion in this section closely follows [35, 63, 73]. 
We will use second quantization of a massive free scalar field in unperturbed de Sitter spacctimc. For 
de Sitter sapcctime, a(t) = a0eH(t-to) and H is a constant. Quantization in the curved space time is made 
easy by having a spatially-flat Robertson-Walker metric, which is conformal to the Minkowski metric, i.e. 
2 2 2 i . - 2 ( 2 i .) ds = -dt +a (t)t5;1d.r dx1 - a (T) -dT + t5;1dx dx1 , (2.1) 
where T = J a- 1(t')dt' is called the conformal time. This gives T = -(aH)-1, where we have assumed that 
t = 0 corresponds to a= 0. Note T lies in -oo < T < 0, corresponding to 0 < a< oo. 
A scalar field, </J(x, T), can be expanding it into creation, a,t, and annihilation, Dk, operators: 
( ) J d3k [· ( ) ik·x • t • ( ) -ik-x] </J x, T = (2n)312 ak'Pk T e + ak'Pk T e . (2.2) 
These creation and annihilation operators satisfy the commutation relation, [ a.k, at, J = r)C3) (k - k'). The </J 
and the corresponding conjugate momentum, 1!"¢ = a2(T)¢, satisfy the following commutation relation 
(2.3) 
Using the commuation relation one finds 
(2.4) 
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The condition gives Xk(7) = (2wk)- 1f 2 e-iw•T, a ground state in the Minkowski vacuum. The Klein-Gordon 
equation for a massive free scalar field, g 0 f1¢,o.;f3 = m-2¢2 , gives equation of motion for Xk(7), 
h(7) + [k2 + m~(7)] ;n(7) = 0, (2.5) 
where m~(7) is a time-dependent effective mass, 
(2.6) 
Note that the Hubble parameter effectively reduces m2 by 2H2 . This time-dependent, negative contribution 
to m~(7) is the effect of de Sitter spacetime, which is curved. Eq 2.5 has an exact solution in terms of Hankel 
functions H~n)(x) and can be written as equation (2.5): 
(2.7) 
where C1 and C2 are integration constants, and v2 = 9/4 - m2 / H 2 . To find C1 and C2 , we can find a mode 
that matches the Minkowski positive frequency mode, Xk(7) = (2wk)-1! 2 e-'w•T. However, we will not find a 
unique positive frequency mode which can be valid throughout inflation. This is because the time-dependent 
spacetime creates particles. We can, however, define a vacuum state in the remote past, 7 -> -oo. Now 
using an asymptotic form of the Hankel function, from equation (2.7), 
(2.8) 
Here, we have neglected the contribution from m2 / H 2 compared with -k7 in the exponent. The second 
term has a negative frequency, so that C2 = 0. The first term with C1 = fo /2 gives Xk(7) = (2k)- 1!2cikT, 
the Minkowski positive frequency mode with Wk = k, and thus in the in state, the solution describes a ground 
state of a massless field in the Minkowski vacuum. 
Using the solution for Xk(7), we obtain a solution for 'Pk(7), 
_ FITT <1i 
ipk(7) - 2a(7) Hv (-kT)' (2.9) 
and rjJ(x, 7) becomes 
A-.(x 7) = FITT J ~ [akH(l) (-kT) eik·x + a,t H(2) (-kT) e-ikx] 
'I' ' 2a(7) (27r)3/2 v k v · (2.10) 
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Since all the k modes in the integral arc independent of each other, the nearly infinite sum of those modes 
makes ef> obey Gaussian statistics almost exactly, because of the central limit theorem; thus, the two-point 
statistics specify all the statistical properties of ef>. This is a generic property of the ground-state quantum 
fluctuations. 
The annihilation operator, ak, annihilates the vacuum state defined in the in state: akl Oin) = 0. In this 
vacuum, we calculate amplitude of ground-state ef> fluctuations as 
( . I t I . ) - roo k2dk 2 - -T roo 2 I (1) 12 Om ef> (x,T)ef>(x,T) Om - lo 271"2 i'Pk(T)i - Srra2(7) lo k dk H,, (-kT) (2.11) 
Since we probe a limited range of k observationally, we also use the fluctuation spectrum in a logarithmic k 
range, ~2 (k), which represents variance of fluctuations at a given comoving wavelength 2rrk- 1 , 
(2.12) 
where we have used a(T) = -(HT)- 1 in the last equality. Let us recall that v2 = 9/4- m 2/H2, and T lies 
in -OO < T < 0. 
Since the universe expands exponentially during inflation, modes leave the Hubble-horizon scale, H- 1 , 
i.e (kT << 1). As shown in Figure 1.2, these modes which are outside the horizon before the end of the 
inflation, become important later and seed structure. Hence the ef> fluctuation spectrum on super-horizon 
scales is of importance. 
Using an asymptotic form of the Hankel function (see Appendix B) in equation (2.12), we obtain the ef> 
fluctuation spectrum on super-horizon scales as: 
~2(k) R:: (H)2 22v-3 [~]2 (}5__)3-2v 
4> 2rr f(3/2) aH ' (2.13) 
where v2 = 9/4 - m 2 / H 2 . We have used T = -(aH)- 1 and rr = r 2 (1/2) = 4f2 (3/2). 
Nearly scale invariant spectrum: One finds that v = 3/2 is a special point, for which the spectrum 
is independent of k, i.e., scale invariant, ~~(k) = H2 /(2rr)2 . This happens when we assume m2 / H2 « 1, 
and thus v = 3/2 - m 2 /(3H2 ) + O(m4 / H 4 ), which gives 
( 
H )2 ( k )2m2 /(3H2 ) ~~(k) R:: - - 1 2rr aH (2.14) 
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or the spectral index, 
d1n6~ 
dlnk 
2m2 
3H2 . (2.15) 
Since m 2 « H 2 , the spectrum is almost scale invariant, giving the cf> fluctuations characteristic r.m.s. 
amplitude, J<f>lrms = H/(27r). Finite mass makes the spectrum slightly "blue", the power of k being positive. 
The above assumption, m 2 « H 2 , offers long-lasting inflation t.hat. makes the observable universe fiat 
and homogeneous; otherwise, cf> rolls down to a potential minimum too quickly, terminating inflation too 
early. In the inflationary regime, the Friedmann equation gives 
2 3 2 ~ = - mp! ~ 10-2 
H2 47r ¢2 (2.16) 
Hence, for a massive free scalar field to drive inflation, the mass cannot be comparable to the Hubble 
parameter, and the fluctuation spectrum is almost scale invariant, but not exactly. 
Blue Spectrum: Non zero mass will make the spectrum slightly blue whose spectral index is 0 < 
2m2 /3H2 « 1. 
Red spectrum: In the realistic scenario, H decreases with time, and the metric is perturbed. A scalar 
field acquires a negative effective mass-squared, 6m2 < 0. It also modifies the mass of Xk, mx ( T) (Eq. (2.6) ), 
as 
(2.17) 
We thus expect that 6m2 modifies the fluctuation spectral index, for the mass determines the spectral index 
through equation (2.15). This parametrization, 6m2 , may be useful to understand what physical effect is 
responsible for the spectral index. 
Mukhanov et al. [88] have shown that: 
2 Hd2 (¢/H) (d2V dH) 2 2 2 2 2 m (T) = - -:- ~ - + 9- a (T) - - = m tt a ( T) - -
X cf> dT2 dcj>2 dt T2 e T2 ' (2.18) 
where for a general scalar field with an arbitrary potential 
(2.19) 
and the spectral index is 
din 6~ dH/dt d2 cj>/dt2 
dlnk = 4H2 - 2 H(dcf>/dt)" (2.20) 
For a power-law potential of the form V(cf>) = Ac/>n with A being positive gives a negative m;ff through 
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m~ff = -(1 + n/2)nA¢"-2 1 . For a massive free field, V( ¢) = m2 ¢2 /2, the total effective mass-squared 
becomes negative, m;tf = m2 + .6.m.2 ~ -2m2 < 0, and we have a "red" spectrum or a negative spectral 
index, 
d In .6.~ _ 2m~ff ~ 4m2 
dlnk - 3H2 ~-3H2 <0. 
2.2 Emergence of Classical Fluctuations 
(2.21) 
In the previous section we discussed the generation of quantum fluctuations and their spectrum at super 
horizon scales. In this section we will discuss the generation of classical fluctuations from the quantum fluc-
tuations i.e. quantum-to-classical transition of fluctuations, during inflation, has been in debate. Although 
the transition is a subject of debate [20, 85, 84, 58], we will discuss a mechanism close to [58]. 
A basic idea behind our quantum-to-classical transition mechanism is to approximate a field,¢ (Eq.(2.2)), 
with the sum of the long-wavelength (super-horizon) modes and the short-wavelength (sub-horizon) modes. 
This mode separation is unique, as the comoving Hubble-horizon scale, (aH)- 1 , has been a characteristic 
length scale in the solutions for mode functions, 'Pk(7) (Eq.(2.9)). 
In the super-horizon limit, k « aH, equations (2.9) and (B-2) give 'Pk«aH = -cpk«aH. Using this in 
equation (2.2), we obtain 
(2.22) 
We name the first term ¢cL, the second term ¢QM· The corresponding conjugate momenta are 7rcL = a2¢cL 
and 7rQM = a2¢QM, respectively. The first term, ¢cL, becomes just the Fourier transform, while the second 
term, ¢QM, becomes an ordinary ground state in the Minkowski vacuum except for a-1(7) in the front. 
To see what happens to these terms in the context of the quantum field theory, we calculate the canonical 
commutation relations of ¢cL and ¢QM. 
For ¢QM, we find 
[cf>QM(X, 7), 7rQM(X1, 7)] = i r (d3k)3 eik·{x-x') = ib(3l(x - x') }k>all 27r (2.23) 
for Ix - x'I < (aH)- 1; thus, ¢QM is a quantum field inside the horizon, and arbQM is identical to a quantum 
1 Here, we have used dH/dt:::; - 6\, (dV/d¢) 2 = -in2 A</>n-2 
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field in the Minkowski vacuum. For ef>cL, we find the commutation relation vanishing, 
[ef>cL(x, r), 7rcL(x', r)] = O; (2.24) 
thus, ef>cL is no longer a quantum field, but a classical field. In other words, once smoothing out the 
fluctuations inside the horizon, we are left with the classical fluctuations. So we have shown that the de 
Sitter spacetime naturally yields the classical fluctuations on super-horizon scales2 . 
2.3 Generation of Primordial Curvature Perturbations 
The last section did not consider the perturbations in the metric. To do the realistic calculation, one also has 
to include the perturbations in the metric. This section deals with the generation of classical fluctuations 
and calculation of their spectrum, while considering the realistic scenario where metric is perturbed too. We 
use a linearly perturbed conformal FLRW metric of the form, 
(2.25) 
Here, all the metric perturbations, A, B, HL, and HT, are« 1, and functions of r. The spatial coordinate 
dependence of the perturbations is described by the scalar harmonic eigenfunctions, Q, Q;, and QiJ> that 
satisfy ,SiiQ,ii = -k2 Q, Q; = -k-1Q,;, and Q;i = k- 2Q,;J + ~t5;iQ. Note that Q;J is traceless: oiJQiJ = 0. 
Lets consider two new perturbation variables [88, 9], 
u = '5</J- a~n, (2.26) 
and 
aH aH ( = - -. u = n - -. t5¢>, 
¢> ¢> 
(2.27) 
which are Gauge invariant. Here n = HL +~HT, is perturbations in the intrinsic spatial curvature. While u 
reduces to '5¢ in the spatially flat gauge (1? = 0), or to -(if;/aH)R in the comoving gauge ('5¢ = 0), its value 
is invariant under any gauge transformation. Similarly (, which reduces to 1? in the comoving gauge, and 
to -(aH/if;)t5¢ in the spatially fiat gauge, is also gauge invariant. This variable(() helps our perturbation 
analysis not only because of being gauge invariant, but also because it is conserved on super-horizon scales 
2Without the smoothing on sub-horizon fluctuations, ¢remains quantum. At the end of inflation, the reheating thermalizes 
the universe, creating radiation and matter. Due to causality, the thermalization process occurs only inside the horizon, 
breaking quantum nature of¢. In other words, as a result of reheating, sub-horizon scale fluctuations are smoothed, making a 
quantum-to-classical transition possible. 
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throughout the cosmic evolution 3 
To calculate the intrinsic spatial curvature perturbation, R = HL +~HT, that is generated in inflation, 
we need to track its evolution equation, and figure out how it is related to 8¢. We will show in this subsection 
that R is actually more than related to 8¢; it is almost equivalent to 8¢. We can track the evolution of 8¢ 
and R simultaneously, using the gauge-invariant variable, u (Eq.(2.26)). 
[88] show that au = a8¢ - ( ¢! H)R obeys the same Klein-Gordon equation as we have used in the 
previous section (Eq.(2.5)), 
(2.28) 
where Xk is the mode function that expands au (see Eq.(2.2)). It thus follows that a8¢ and (¢;/ H)R obey 
the same equation, and our argument on the quantum-fluctuation generation during inflation in the previous 
section applies to u as well. u being quantum fluctuations means that it also obeys Gaussian statistics very 
well because of the central limit theorem (see Eq.(2.10) and the text after equation). 
We consider the Klein-Gordon equation for au on super-horizon scales. As equation (2.2), we expand 
au into the mode functions, Xk = a<pk, where Xk and <pk arc exactly the same functions that we have used 
in the previous section. 
We give a slightly different expression for the solution, emphasizing its time dependence on super-horizon 
scales. Taking the long-wavelength limit, k2 « m~(T), and using the exact form of m~(T) (Eq.(2.18)) [88], 
we obtain the Klein-Gordon equation on super-horizon scales, 
(2.29) 
There is an exact solution to this equation, 
(2.30) 
where C1 and C2 are integration constants independent of T. The second term is a decaying mode as 
J J>-2 H2dT = J a-3(d¢/ dt)-2 H2dt, and thus (H / J> )Xk remains constant in time on super-horizon scales. 
This implies that ( = -(aH/¢;)u also remains constant in time on super-horizon scales. Note that (obeys 
Gaussian statistics in the linear order, as it is related to a Gaussian variable, u, linearly; however, as we will 
show in the next section, non-linear correction to this linear relation makes ( weakly non-Gaussian. This 
3 Using gauge invariance of u or ( (i.e. Ucom = Ufiat• or (com =(flat ), we obtain, Ream = - a: 8¢nat. Since Ream is linearly 
related to 8¢llat• Ream also obeys Gaussian statistics in the linear order; however, however, non-linear correction to this linear 
relation makes 'Ream weakly non-Gaussian. 
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statement is equivalent to that we have made on Rcom· 
The solution obtained here for ( is valid throughout the cosmic history regardless of whether a scalar 
field, radiation, or matter dominates the universe; thus, once created and leaving the Hubble horizon dur-
ing inflation, ( remains constant in time throughout the subsequent cosmic evolution until reentering the 
horizon. The amplitude of(, i.e., C1 , is fixed by the quantum-fluctuation amplitude derived in the previous 
section (Eq.(2.14)), 
[ 
H2 ] 
2 
27r(d¢/dt) (2.31) 
This is the spectrum of (on super-horizon scales. 
To summarize, the quantum fluctuations generate the gauge-invariant perturbation, u, that reduces to 
either Or/Jttat or (/p/aH)Rcom depending on which gauge we use, either the spatially fiat. gauge or the comoving 
gauge. Hence, Or/Jttat. and ( ¢/ aH)Rcom are essentially equivalent to each other. The benefit of using u is that 
it relates these two variables unambiguously, simplifying the transformation between o¢flat. and Rcom· This 
is a virtue of the linear perturbation theory; we do not have this simplification when dealing with non-linear 
perturbations for which we have to find non-linear transformation between Or/Jftat and Rcorn· The non-linear 
transformation actually makes Rcom weakly non-Gaussian, even if Or/Jftat. is exactly Gaussian. 
Here, we have the generation of the primordial spatial curvature perturbations completed. In the next 
subsection, we will derive the CMB anisotropy spectrum. 
2.4 From Primordial Perturbations to CMB Anisotropies 
The metric perturbations perturb CMB, producing the CMB anisotropy on the sky. Among the metric 
perturbation variables, the curvature perturbations play a central role in producing the CMB anisotropy. 
As we have shown in the previous subsection, the gauge-invariant perturbation, (, does not change in 
time on super-horizon scales throughout the cosmic evolution regardless of whether a scalar field, radiation, 
or matter dominates the universe. The intrinsic spatial curvature perturbation, R, however, docs change 
when equation of state of the universe, w = p/ p, changes. Since (remains constant, it may be useful to write 
the evolution of R in terms of (and w; however, R is not gauge invariant itself, but (is gauge invariant, so 
that the relation between R and ( may look misleading. 
In 1980, Bardeen [8] introduced another gauge-invariant variable, <I> (or <l>H in the original notation), 
which reduces to R in the zero-shear gauge, or the Newtonian gauge, in which B = 0 =HT. <I> is given by 
(2.32) 
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Here, the terms in the parenthesis represent the shear, or the anisotropic expansion rate, of the T =constant 
hypersurfaces. While <I> represents the curvature perturbations in the zero-shear gauge, it also represents 
the shear in the spatially fiat gauge in which R = 0. Using <I>, we may write ( as 
(2.33) 
where the terms in the parenthesis represent the gauge-invariant fluid velocity. 
We use <I> in rest of the chapters because it gives the closest analogy to the Newtonian potential, which 
we have some intuition of. <I> reduces to R in the zero-shear gauge (or the Newtonian gauge) in which the 
metric (Eq.(2.25)) becomes just like the Newtonian limit of the general relativity. 
The gauge-invariant velocity term, v - k- 1 lh, differentiates (from <I>. Since this velocity term depends 
on the equation of state of the universe, w = p/ p, the velocity and <I> change as w changes, while ( is 
independent of w. The evolution of <I> on super-horizon scales in cosmological linear perturbation theory 
gives the following [60], 
<I>= 3 + 3w( 
5+3w ' 
(2.34) 
for adiabatic fluctuations, and hence <I>= ~(in the radiation era (w = 1/3), and <I>= ~(in the matter era 
(w = 0). <I> then perturbs CMB through the so-called (static) Sachs-Wolfe effect [99] 
(2.35) 
At the decoupling epoch, the universe has already been in the matter era in which w = 0, so that we 
observe adiabatic temperature fluctuations of f!.T/T =-~<I>= -f;(, and the CMB fluctuation spectrum of 
the Sachs-Wolfe effect, f!.§w(k), is 
(2.36) 
By projecting the 3-dimension CMB fluctuation spectrum, f!.§w(k), on the sky, we obtain the angular power 
spcctrum4 , C1 [16], 
sw 100 dk 2 .2 swf [(9 - n)/2] r [l + (n - 1)/2] 
c, = 47r 0 k flsw(k)Ji [k(To - Tdcc)] = C2 r [(n + 3)/2] r [l + (5 - n)/2]' (2.37) 
where To and Tdec denote the present day and the decoupling epoch, respectively, and n = 1 + [ d Inf!. 2 (k) / d Ink] 
4 For the scale invariant (n = 1) case, c1sw = [!(! + l)]- 1 6C~w. 
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is a spectral index which is conventionally used in the literature. 
On small angular scales ( £ > 10), the Sachs-Wolfe approximation breaks down, and the acoustic physics in 
the photon-baryon fluid system modifies the primordial radiation spectrum [94]. To calculate the anisotropies 
at all the scales, one has to solve the Boltzmann photon transfer equation (Equation E-1 or E-4 of Appendix 
E) together with the Einstein equations (Equation E-2 and E-3 of Appendix E). These equations can be 
solved numerically with the Boltzmann code such as CMBFAST [104]. The CMB power spectrum then can 
be written as: 
(2.38) 
Here 9T1(k) is called the radiation transfer function, and it contains all the physics which modifies the 
primordial power spectrum ~<P to generate CMB power spectrum Ce. For the adiabatic initial conditions, 
in the Sachs-Wolfe limit, 9T1(k) = -~j1 [k(To - Tdec)]. Often in the literature power spectrum, P.p(k), is 
used instead of ~~,(k). The two arc related as ~~(k) = (27r2 )- 1k3 P,1,(k). ~~(k) is called the dimensionless 
power spectrum. 
2.5 Primordial Non-Gaussianity 
If <I> were exactly Gaussian, all the statistical properties of <I> would be encoded in the two-point function or 
in Ce in the spherical harmonic space. Since <I> is directly related to (through Eq. 2.34, all the information 
of (is also in-coded in Ct. Although (which is related to a Gaussian variable, u, through ( = -(aH/~)u, 
in the linear order ( also obeys Gaussian statistics; however, non-linear relation between ( and v, makes ( 
(and hence <I> and CMB anisotropies) slightly non-Gaussian. Non-linear relation between (and <I> is not the 
only source of non-Gaussianity in the CMB anisotropies. For example, at the second order, the relationship 
between <I> and ~T/T is also non - linear. Flow chart 1. describes a possible places where non-Gaussianity 
can be introduced making CMB anisotropies non-Gaussian. 
The harmonic coefficients of the CMB anisotropy aim = r- 1 J d2 ft~T(ft)1£~ can be related to the 
primordial fluctuations as: 
(2.39) 
where <I>tm(r) and Stm(r) are the harmonic coefficients of the primordial curvature perturbations and the 
primordial isocurvature perturbations respectively at a given comoving distance r = lrl; 9xe(r) is the 
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Gaussian Quantum Fluctuation 81] 
l 
Non-Gaussian infiaton Fluctuations 8¢'"" g6q,(TJ + m;;/ f,17]2)) 
l 
Non-Gaussian curvature Fluctuations <P '""m;;/gq,(8¢ + +m;;t1 Jsq,8¢2 ) 
l 
Non-Gaussian CMB anisotropy 
Flow-chart 1: The flow chart summarizes how the non-Gaussianity may come about in the CME data start-
ing from the primordial Gaussian quantum fluctuations. Although quantum flu.ct1w.lions produce Gaussian 
fluctuations ori, any non-linearities in the inflationary dynamics or non-trivial interaction terms generate 
non-Gaussianity (through a non-zero fri)· In the first order in perturbations, f q, and Jsq, are zero, it is only 
at the second order that they appear. Here 9T is as usual a radiation transfer function. 
radiation transfer function of either adiabatic or isocurvature perturbations; X refers to either T or E; and 
it(kr) is the Bessel function of order e. A beam function bt and the harmonic coefficient of noise ntm 
are instrumental and observational effects. Eq. (2.39) is written for fiat background, but can easily be 
generalized. 
Any non-Gaussianity present in the primordial perturbations <I>fm(r) or Stm(r), can get transferred to 
the observed CMB i.e. aim, via Eq. (2.39). Due to the smallness of isocurvature contribution over the 
curvature perturbations [95, 13, 113] we will drop the isocurvature contribution from Eq. (2.39). 
The main goals of this section is to first inform the readers that there arc a large number of inflationary 
models which can generate non-Gaussian perturbations, and second to show that the non-Gaussianity from 
these models can be broadly classified into two classes. These two types of non-Gaussianitics are the so 
called the non-Gaussianity of local type and non-Gaussianity of equilateral type. This classification was first 
pointed out in Babich et al. [6]. This section closely follows their paper [6]. 
2.5.1 Shape of non-Gaussianities: Local and Equilateral 
To characterize the non-Gaussianity one has to consider the higher order moments beyond two-point func-
tion, which contains all the information for Gaussian perturbations. The 3-point function ((;;, (;;
2 
(;;) (or 
identically Bardeen's curvature perturbations, <I>(k)) contains the information about non-Gaussianity, and it 
is zero for Gaussian perturbations. The 3-point function can be simplified using the translational symmetry 
to give: 
((;;,(;;2(;;,) = (27r)3 L F(k1.k2,k3) (2.40) 
ki 
Depending on the shape of the 3-point function, i.e., F(k1 , k2 , k3 ), non-Gaussianity can be broadly 
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classified into two classes [6]. First, the local, "squeezed," non-Gaussianity where F(k1, k2, k3) is large 
for the configurations in which k1 « k2 , k3 • Second, the non-local, "equilateral" non-Gaussianity where 
F(k1,k2,k3) is large for the configuration when ki "'k2 "'k3. 
Non-Gaussianity of Local type: The local form of non-Gaussianity may be parametrized in real 
space as5 [42, 114, 66]: 
((r) = (L(r) + gfNL (d(r) - (d,(r))) (2.41) 
where (L(r) is the linear Gaussian part of the perturbations, and fNL characterizes the amplitude of pri-
mordial non-Gaussianity. Different inflationary models predict different amounts of f NL, starting from 0(1) 
to f NL "' 100, beyond which values have been excluded by the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
bispectrum of WMAP temperature data, -36 < fNL < 100, at the 2a level [65, 32, 108]. We show in 
Appendix A-3 that the bispectrum in this model for the scale invariant case (n, = 1) can be written as: 
(2.42) 
where .6.<i> is the amplitude of the primordial power spectrum. Currently the best constraint on its amplitude 
comes from the CMB anisotropy measurement by the WMAP satellite, Li.~(2 = 4.3 x 10-5 . 
The local form arises from a non-linear relation between inflaton and curvature perturbations [100, 101, 
42], curvaton models [80], or the New Ekpyrotic models [70, 17]. Models with fluctuations in the reheating 
efficiency [9, 10] and multi-field inflationary models [17] also generate non-Gaussianity of local type. 
Being local real space, non-Gaussianity of local type describes correlations among Fourier modes of very 
different k. In the limit in which one of the modes becomes of very long wavelength [82], k3 --> 0, (i.e. 
the other two k's become equal and opposite), ([
3 
freezes out much before ki and k2 and behaves as a 
background for their evolution. In this limit F1ocal is proportional to the power spectrum of the short and 
long wavelength modes 
L, 1 1 
r local ex k3 k3 . 
3 1 
(2.43) 
As an example, for canonical single field slow-roll inflationary models, the three point function is given 
by [81]: 
(2.44) 
where f and T/ arc the usual slow-roll parameters and arc assumed to be much smaller than unity. Taking 
5 0r equivalently <I>(r) = <I>L(r) + fNL (<I>i(r) - (<I>i(r))) 
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the limit k3 -+ 0 gives the local form as in Eq. 2.43. To show this point, Figure. 2.1 compares the non-
Gaussianity shape for local type and for slow-roll model. Although in this limit, slow-roll models do predict 
no-Gaussianity of local type but as evident from Eq. 2.44, the bispcctrum of infiaton perturbations yields 
a non-trivial scale dependence off NL [40, 81]. However in the slow roll limit ry, E << 1 and hence the 
amplitude is too small to detect. 
Non-Gaussianity of equilateral type: While some classes of inflationary models predict non-Gaussianity 
of local type, this model, for instance, fails completely when non-Gaussianity is localized in a specific range 
in k space, the case that is predicted from inflation models with features in inflaton potential [117, 65, 22]. 
In these models the correlation is among modes with comparable wavelengths which go out of the horizon 
nearly at the same time. 
The models of this kind have large F(k1,k2,k3) for the configurations where k1 ~ k2 ~ k3 . These arc 
the so called equilateral type non-Gaussianity. The equilateral form arises from non-canonical kinetic terms 
such as the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action [3], the ghost condensation [5], or any other single-field models 
in which the scalar field acquires a low speed of sound [23, 24]. 
As an example, models with higher derivative operators in the usual inflation scenario and a model of 
inflation based on the Dirac-Born-Infeld (DBI) action produce bispectrum of the form: 
The above model uses ~(\7¢)2 (\7¢)2 as a leading order operator. The DBI inflation, which can produce 
large non-Gaussianity, /NL,...., 100, also has F(k1, k2 , k3 ) of the similar form. 
The ghost inflation where an inflationary de Sitter phase is obtained with a ghost condensate, produce 
bispectrum of the following form: 
- - - 2J271'3/2 H5/3 ( M )4 3 3 °"" -Fghost(k1,k2,k3) = - r(l/4)3 M2 a.H (211') 0 (L_.,ki) 
' 
(2.46) 
where a. and /3 arc the free parameters of order unity, and 
(2.47) 
Ghost inflation also produces large non-Gaussianity, /NL ,...., 100. Figure 2.5.1 shows the shape of non-
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Gaussianity of equilateral type by showing F(k1 , k2, k3) for ghost inflation and for a model with higher 
derivative term. 
2.5.2 Name of the Game 
In the last section we have seen that different inflationary models predict different amounts of non-Gaussianity 
(/NL)· Hence the characterization of non-Gaussianity constrains the models of the early universe. 
In remaining of the chapters we will discuss how to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity using the CMB 
data. So far all the constraints on primordial non-Gaussianity use only temperature information of the CMB. 
By also having the E-polarization information together with CMB temperature information, one can improve 
the sensitivity to the primordial fluctuations [7, 119, 120]. Although the experiments have already started 
characterizing E-polarization anisotropies [69, 62, 92, 87], the errors are large in comparison to temperature 
anisotropy. The upcoming experiments such as Planck satellite will characterize E-polarization anisotropy 
to a higher accuracy. It is very timely to develop the tools which can optimally utilize the combined CMB 
temperature and E-polarization information to constrain models of the early universe. 
In chapter 3, we will discuss how one can reconstruct the primordial curvature perturbations using the 
combined CMB temperature and E-polarization information. In chapter 4 we will develop tools which will 
enable us to study and characterize the reconstruction method. In chapter 5 we will develop a bispectrum 
based estimator to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity. The estimator can utilize both the temperature 
and polarization information of the CMB. Finally in chapter 6 we apply our bispectrum estimator to the 
temperature data from the WMAP 3-year data. We present the most stringent constraints on the non-
Gaussianity of local type fNL to date. 
Before we get into the details of measuring f NL, I will take an example to demonstrate how one uses 
non-Gaussianity UNL) to probe the early universe. In this example we will ask the question: what can we 
learn about the early universe if we detect a primordial non-Gaussianity of local type (!Nd· Let us say 
that we find that fNL < 1 is excluded. Immediately we realize that since the canonical single field slow-roll 
inflation predicts very small amount of non-Gaussianity (!NL < 1), and this non-Gaussianity is of local 
type, we can rule out single field slow-roll inflation. However one may think that by adding non-canonical 
kinetic terms to the Lagrangian may save the day. But as we have seen, although one can generate large 
non-Gaussian perturbations using non-canonical kinetic terms, these non-Gaussianities are not of local type. 
Hence if there is a detection of non-Gaussianity of local type, it rules out a whole class of inflationary models, 
those which do not generate non-Gaussianity of local type, and those which do not predict the right level 
of non-Gaussianity. To continue with this example, if we drop the single field assumption and introduce 
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Figure 2.2: Plot of the function F(l, x2, x:i)x2x 2 for the inflation with higher derivatives as given by Eq. 2.45 
(upper panel) and the ghost inflation as given by Eq. 2.46 (lower panel). The figures arc normalized to have 
value 1 for equilateral configurations x2 = x3 = 1 and set to zero outside the region 1 - :1;2 ~ x:3 ~ J:2 . Here 
x3 = k3/ kl and x2 = k2/ kl. The figures are taken from Babich et al. 2003 [GJ, with author's permission. 
more than one fields then one finds that a large non-Gaussianity of local type can be generated. However, 
ekpyrotic or cyclic cosmological scenarios [111] also predict large non-Gaussianities of local type [30]. Hence 
detection of non-Gaussianity of local type does not distinguish between, for example, inflation with multiple 
scalar fields and ekpyrotic scenario6 • 
6
This degeneracy can be broken by noting that the ekpyrotic models do not predict primordial gravitational waves, while 
inflaton does. 
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Chapter 3 
Reconstruction of Primordial 
Curvature Perturbations 
Assuming linearity of the perturbations at the time of decoupling, in this 1 we reconstruct the primordial 
scalar potential from the temperature and polarization anisotropies in the cosmic microwave background 
radiation. In doing so we derive an optimal linear filter which, when operated on the spherical harmonic 
coefficients of the anisotropy maps, returns an estimate of the primordial scalar potential fluctuations in 
a spherical slice. The reconstruction is best in a thick shell around the decoupling epoch; the quality 
of the reconstruction depends on the redshift of the slice within this shell. With high quality maps of 
the temperature and polarization anisotropies it will be possible to obtain a reconstruction of potential 
fluctuation on scales between £ = 2 and £ "' 300 at the redshift of decoupling, with some information about 
the three-dimensional shapes of the perturbations in a shell of width 250Mpc. 
3.1 '.Introduction 
The main motivation of reconstructing primordial potential perturbations is to study these non-Gaussianities. 
Reconstruction allows us to be more sensitive to the primordial perturbations, which is important because 
current detections of non-Gaussianity do not specifically select for the primordial perturbations. An ad-
vantage of our approach is the ability to use the reconstructed maps to study higher order statistics of the 
primordial perturbations directly in the reconstructed potential. 
We generalize the results from [67] to use both the temperature and polarization information. We 
will show that this results in a 3D reconstruction of a thick slice centered at Zdec- Using the polarization 
information removes the blind spots which are present at certain scales in the temperature-only analysis. 
We provide examples that show what will be possible with a future experiment that provide high-fidelity 
maps of the temperature and E-polarization anisotropies. 
We assume that the CMB two-point statistics (i.e. power spectrum) and other sources of cosmological 
information will reveal the parameters to a high degree of accuracy such that they are input parameters in our 
1This chapter contains material which has been previously published elsewhere [119] 
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reconstruction. If desired our technique can be generalized to include residual uncertainties in cosmological 
parameters by coupling it to Markov chains. 
3.2 Reconstruction of Primordial Fluctuations using 
Temperature and Polarization 
The harmonic coefficients of the CMB anisotropy (aim) are related to primordial fluctuation as: 
(3.1) 
where <I>em(r) and Stm(r) are, respectively, the curvature and the isocurvaturc harmonic coefficients of the 
potential at a given comoving distance r = lrl; gxe(r) is the radiation transfer function of either adiabatic 
or isocurvature perturbations; and X refers to either T or E. 
Assuming that curvature perturbations <I>(r) dominate over isocurvature perturbations S(r), we try to re-
construct the scalar potential <I>(r) from the observed temperature and polarization of the CMB. A linear 
filter Oe(r) which when operated on atm reconstructs the primordial field, can be obtained by minimizing 
the difference between the filtered field Oe(r)aem and the underlying field <I>em(r) [67]. Since the perturba-
tions were in the linear regime when the CMB decoupled, the choice of a linear filter is justified. Positive 
definiteness of ao'f.'(r)2 guarantees a minima of chi square at each £ and hence guarantees the existence of 
of. 
a ~ x x 2 
BOf (r) (\ X~E Of (r) afm - <l>em(r)\ ) = Q 
which gives following form for the filters: 
where 
( 
Of(r) ) ( 
Of(r) 
C[T C[E 
crE qEE )
-1 ( {3f(r) ) ' 
f3f (r) 
f3f (r) = (<I>tm(r)a;,;) = ~ J k2 dk P.f>(k) gxe(k) je(kr), 
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(3.2) 
(3.3) 
(3.4) 
(3.5) 
it(kr) being the Bessel function of order /i, and P.1>(k) is the primordial power spectrum of scalar metric 
perturbations. In the presence of the instrumental noise, the expression for Cf y modifies. Assuming that 
the noise is Gaussian with variance a-tn, and spatially homogeneous; we can write a-tn = it{! t5u"5mm' then 
cfX is replaced by cfX + (a-{!)2. We have assumed that a-'{;/f is zero. 
This defines an estimator for the potential 
cI?tm(r) = I: of (r) afm (3.6) 
X=T,E 
As evident the equations in (3) arc coupled linear equations with variables Oj(r) and Of (r). 
If only one of the available CMB maps (either temperature T or polarization E) is used to reconstruct 
the potential, these equations decouple into ordinary linear equations in one variable Of ( r) where X can 
either be T or E. In these special cases Eq. 3.2 modifies to 
a x x 2 
aof (r) (I Oe (r) aim - <P1m(r)I ) = 0 
and gives the following form for the filter: 
OX( ) - f3f (r) 
t r - cxx 
f 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
We have first reconstructed the metric perturbations using the temperature and polarization information 
separately as given by Eq. 3.8. Then we solved Eq. 3.6 to combine the information from temperature 
T and E polarization and show that reconstruction is much better.Figure 3.2 shows the improvement in 
reconstruction due to additional information from the CMB polarization. 
Using both T and E, the expected variance of the reconstructed potential is given by 
(3.9) 
where a-Tm and a-fm are the noise variances in the temperature map and in the polarization map respectively. 
We define 
(3.10) 
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and use its expectation value: 
(3.11) 
for the purpose of comparing our reconstruction to the theoretical power spectrum. As an estimator of 
the primordial power spectrum this biased because our filters are optimized for estimating the potential 
cl>tm(r) and not the power spectrum. This is the standard for optimal, or Wiener, filters, since they remove 
contamination aggressively. One can compute the bias to correct for this effect an<l bound the allowed range 
for the true power spectrum as ( P/) ± cri, where 
cri(r) = J2{P/(r) + (O'{(r))2c'{T + (Of(r))2c{B 
-2 (Of (r)f3T (r) +Of (r)fJf (r) - Of (r)Of (r)fJ[E (r))}. 
Herc, P/'(r) is the theory power spectrum of the potential on a spherical shell of radius r. 
3.3 Results 
(3.12) 
Our examples are computed within a ACDM model with and without re-ionization (r!c = 0.26, nb = 
0.04, n,.. = 0.7, h = 0.7, scalar spectral index n 8 = 0.93, with running ~ = -0.031, re-ionization op-
tical depth r = 0.17). 
Figure 1 shows plots of the operators Of (r) (for X as T and E respectively) for different r as a funct.ion 
of f. While the reconstruction of the primordial potential will be good on large scales for both T and E 
(agreeing with the Sachs-Wolfe effect [99]), it will be bad on small scales as Of (r) oscillates about 0 for both 
T and E. But as a consequence of the physics at decoupling, the transfer functions Yrt(k) and 9Bt(k) are 
out of phase. This results in Of(r) and Of (r) never both being zero at a particular scale (see Figures 3f and 
4f). This observation supports our analysis leading to the coupled Eq. 3.3 and we are able to reconstruct 
the potential on much broader range of scales if we use both temperature and polarization information from 
CMB. 
In Figure 2 we show reconstructed potential maps at various slices of conformal time. The quality of 
reconstruction is sensitive to the reconstruction depth and is best in the thin slice centered on the peak of 
the differential optical depth. By stacking these slices a three-dimensional thick shell of primordial potential 
is reconstructed. 
Figures 3 and 4 show the expected power spectra of the reconstructed potential maps for models with 
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and without re-ionization. The power spectra are bounded from above by the theoretical power spectrum 
computed from our cosmological parameters ns and A. The amount of reconstructed power is indicative of 
the quality of the reconstruction. As discussed in section II, our filter does not minimize the error bars on 
this power spectrum. The fact that the error bars include the true spectrum show that the reconstruction 
of the perturbation itself is unbiased. At small angular scales C "' 300 sub-horizon physics wash out the 
information about the primordial fluctuations and the reconstruction fails. 
The combination of temperature and E polarization data enables the reconstruction up to £ "' 300, 
without blind spots in£. This is a marked improvement compared to the performance of the operator that 
uses either temperature or polarization alone which arc shown in Figures 3f and 4f. 
In Figures 3 and 4 the error bars increase due to cosmic variance on large angular scales. In Figure 3 we 
see that re-ionization improves the ability to reconstruct the primordial potential at large scales (except in 
a trough near C"' 20). The polarization-only reconstruction reveals that the enlarged E polarization signal 
due to early re-ionization aids in the reconstruction at very low C. Physically, the rcscattering of photons at 
low redshift imprints information on the large scale modes of the primordial perturbation [106] . 
3.4 Conclusion and Future Work 
We have demonstrated the application of linear theory to construct a least-square estimator of the primordial 
potential of adiabatic density fluctuations generated during the epoch of inflation. Starting with high-quality 
maps of the CMB anisotropies in temperature and E polarization and using a fiducial set. of cosmological 
parameters we can reconstruct the primordial potential in a spherical shell of thickness "' 250Mpc near the 
peak of the differential optical depth. Reconstruction is reasonably good up to C "' 300 and the stronger 
E polarization signal due to re-ionization aids in reconstructing the potential at very low C. This effect 
is consistent with and a generalization of the results by Skordis and Silk [106] who reconstruct the CMB 
quadrupole with accuracy better than cosmic variance. 
To exploit the tomographic techniques we have developed, we require maps of T and E and high signal-
to-noise ratios. For this first exploration we have neglected the effect of foregrounds, which will reduce the 
effective area of the T and E maps that we will be able to use in the reconstruction. One of the advantages 
of CMB analysis techniques based on Gibbs sampling [55, 116] is that methods such as this one can be 
applied essentially without modification while the messy details of dealing with systematics like foregrounds 
and instrumental contaminants are taken into account by the Bayesian analysis. 
One might wonder whether there are ways to improve on our techniques. In principle this could be done 
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in two distinct ways. First, we might wish to broaden the range in redshift over which we can reconstruct 
the primordial perturbations. A second way to improve on our techniques would be to enhance the quality 
of reconstruction. 
On the first issue, scattering of cosmic microwave background photons through processes other than 
Thompson scattering, such as Rayleigh scattering or resonant scattering makes the location of the last 
scattering surface frequency dependent[123, 48]. In principle, this type of effect would allow a more detailed 
tomography of the inflationary perturbations over a broader range in redshift. However, in the models 
currently favored by cosmological observations Rayleigh scattering only varies the redshift of the peak in 
the visibility function by about 1 % [123]. This is much less than the thickness of the last scattering surface, 
and hence does not broaden the redshift range where our reconstruction is effective. A detailed study of the 
promise of using resonant scattering for this purpose remains to be done. 
On the second issue, improving the quality of the reconstruction, it is possible that additional linear 
combinations of primordial perturbation modes could be constrained by high signal-to-noise CMB maps 
over a range of frequencies. 
Ultimately we envision tests of non-Gaussianity applied to the reconstructed primordial potential. Our 
filters will select those combinations of the spherical harmonic modes that correlate to the primordial po-
tential. This reduces the probability that residual foregrounds result in a non-Gaussian signature. Further, 
the ability to reconstruct the potential in a thick shell allows the application of three dimensional shape 
statistics to potential peaks and troughs. We anticipate the search for non-Gaussianities in the primordial 
perturbations once high resolution and high sensitivity maps of the E polarization signal become available. 
To our knowledge the techniques we describe in this paper represent the most direct way to date to probe 
the statistical properties of the primordial perturbations created in the inflation era. 
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Figure 3.2: Reconstructed primordial perturbation map using only temperature information (top), and, using 
both temperature and polarization information (bottom). Perturbations arc reconstructed at the surface of 
last scattering. 
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Figure 3.4: Power spectrum of the primordial fluctuation for the ACDM model with re-ionization (fie 
0.26,f!b = 0.04,f!A = 0.7,h = 0.7, T = 0.17, n 8 = 0.93, ~ = -0.031). For all plots the solid line shows 
the theoretical primordial power spectrum. In (a)-(e) we show the reconstructed power spectrum using the 
coupled estimator given by Eq. (3.6) (dashed), bracketed by error bounds (dot-dashed). In (f) we show the 
reconstructions due to temperature (dashed) and polarization (dot-dashed) alone, using the estimator given 
by Eq. (3.8). The theory and the reconstructed power spectrum are shown in arbitrary units. 
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Figure 3.5: Power spectrum of the primordial fluctuation for ACDM model without re-ionization (rlc = 
0.26, rib = 0.04, nA = 0.7, h = 0.7, T = O,n. = 0.93, ~ = -0.031). For all plots the solid line shows 
the theoretical primordial power spectrum. In (a)-(e) we show the reconstructed power spectrum using the 
coupled estimator given by Eq. (3.6) (dashed), bracketed by error bounds (dot-dashed). In (f) we show the 
reconstructions due to temperature (dashed) and polarization (dot-dashed) alone, using the estimator given 
by Eq. (3.8). The theory and the reconstructed power spectrum are shown in arbitrary units. 
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Chapter 4 
Characterizing the Reconstruction 
Method and Non-Gaussian Map 
Making 
The forthcoming Planck experiment will provide high sensitivity polarization measurements that will allow 
us to further tighten the fNL bounds from the temperature data. Monte Carlo simulations of non-Gaussian 
CMB maps are useful tools to characterize non-Gaussian signatures in the data. We can use the non-
Gaussian maps to characterize the estimator in the presence of foregrounds, inhomogeneous noise and other 
contaminants. Non-Gaussian maps also help us to calibrate the estimators. We describe an algorithm to 
generate high-angular resolution simulations of non-Gaussian CMB maps in temperature and polarization. 
We consider non-Gaussianities of the local type, for which the level of 11on-Gaussianity is defined by the 
dimensionless parameter, fNL· 
In section 4.1 we first describe the algorithm for generating the non-Gaussian CMB temperature maps. 
Second, we extend the map making algorithm to include polarization. Finally we will apply the fast cubic 
statistic of [120] to a set of polarized non-Gaussian maps. We will sec that in the process of map making, 
we will have to first generate primordial perturbations <I>(r). We can use these primordial perturbations 
(at a given r) to compare with the reconstructed perturbations (using the reconstruction method describe 
in 3). Hence quantifying the quality of rec instruction. The work described in this chapter was done in 
collaboration Michle Liguori, Eiichiro Komatsu, Sabino Matarrese, and Frode Hansen. 
Non-Gaussian CMB temperature map making starting from a primordial non-Gaussianity from fNL 
were first done by Komatsu et al.. These non-Gaussian temperature maps were extensively used to study 
Gaussianity of the WMAP data [65] as well as non-trivial topology of the universe [? ]. The original 
algorithm however was not computationally efficient. Liguori ct al.[75] then succeeded in increasing the 
computational speed, reducing the memory requirement and, most importantly, improving accuracy of the 
simulated temperature maps. We take this new algorithm developed which is described in [75] as a starting 
point. 
We now summarize the algorithm. The primordial curvature perturbation <I> and the CMB multipoles 
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afm are related by Eq. 2.39. This eqaution can also be written as: 
( 4.1) 
where X refers to either the temperature component T or the polarization component E. gf is a radiation 
transfer function. 
Since we are considering the non-Gaussianity of local type (local in real space), where the non-Gaussian 
part of the curvature perturbation is simply the square of the Gaussian part: 
<I>(r) = <Pa(r) + fNL<I>~(r). (4.2) 
It is convenient to define the real space transfer functions O:t(r) as: 
x 21 2· x cxe (r) =; dkk Jt(kr)gl (k), (4.3) 
where j 1(kr) is the spherical Bessel function of order £. It is easy to show that afm and the primordial 
curvature perturbation <I>(r) in real space can be related to each other via following relation [65, 75] 
( 4.4) 
In this last formula we have introduced the quantities <I>cm(r), which is a spherical harmonic expansion 
multipoles of the curvature perturbation <I>(r, f) on a shell of given radius r. In formula: 
1'tm(r) = J dflrYtm(f)<P(r, f) . (4.5) 
We define the radius r as r = c(To -T), where c is the speed of light and To-Tis the look-back conformal 
time. The radius r varies from the origin r = 0 to the present time cosmic horizon r = cTo. The radii in 
which 1> lm ( r) must be generated depend on the features of the real space transfer function a:f ( r) in equation 
(4.4). We will come back to this shortly. 
Let us assume for the moment that we have been able to numerically generate the Gaussian part of the 
curvature perturbation multipoles <I>fm ( r) for the chosen set of radii. Starting from here we can now generate 
the non-Gaussian part <I>f,,f'(r) in the following way. First of all we harmonic transform 1>{~,.(r) to get the 
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Gaussian part of the curvature perturbation in real space: 
(4.G) 
m 
Then we square <I>L(r, f) to get the non Gaussian part of the curvature perturbation on each sampled 
spherical shell: <I>NL(r, f) = <I>t(r, f) - (<I>t(r, f)). We then calculate the multipoles of this non-Gaussian part 
through a backward harmonic transform: 
(4.7) 
Having computed <I>fm(r) and <I>f,;(r) we can finally obtain the Gaussian and non-Gaussian part of the 
CMB multipoles, a{,~L and al,;.NL respectively, by applying formula (4.4): 
X,NL 
alm 
/ drr2 a_Jf (r )<I>};n ( r) 
/ drr2af (r)<I>~~(r) . 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
A CMB map for a chosen value of fNL can then be obtained simply by summing a:,;,L + /NLa:,;,NL. This 
means that with a single generation of afm and a:,;.NL it is possible to generate maps for any value of /NL· 
We are still left with one problem unsolved i.e. how do we generate the Gaussian curvature perturbation 
multipoles <I>fm(r) ? This issue is complicated by the fact that curvature perturbation multipolcs are cor-
related in real space. The obvious solution would be to generate curvature perturbations in Fourier space, 
<I>(k), Fourier transform back to real space to obtain <I>(x), change the coordinates from Cartesian to polar 
to obtain <I>(r,n), and finally harmonic transform to obtain <I>em(r). This is the original approach taken by 
[65], which is computationally quite expensive. Also, the coordinate transformation from Cartesian to polar 
limits accuracy of the maps, especially at high multipoles. 
This problem was solved in [7.'i], where <I>em(r) directly is generated directly without going through the 
coordinate transformations. It was shown in [75] that the <I>em(k) and <I>ern(r) are as: 
(4.10) 
Since the Bessel functions oscillates rapidly, for each (£, r), the integral must be sampled for many k in 
order to attain sufficient accuracy. This makes this algorithm computationally challenging. The Authors of 
[75] start with a set of Gaussian independent coefficients nem(r) characterized by the following correlation 
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function: 
(4.11) 
it has been shown that Gaussian curvature perturbation multipoles <I>7m(r) with the right correlation 
properties can be obtained through a convolution of the ntm coefficients with suitable "filters" We: 
( 4.12) 
where the functions Wt are defined as 
( 4.13) 
and Pq,(k) is the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbation <I>L(k). As depicted in Fig. 4.1, 
the filter functions W1 arc smooth. Moreover, as also suggested by the Limber approximation applied to 
equation (4.13), Wt(r, ri) is narrowly peaked around r when£> 10. This procedure allows for integral (4.12) 
to be sampled in much less points than it would be required for the Bessel transform ( 4.10), thus making 
the non-Gaussian map making computationally feasible. Filters We ( r, r 1 ) and transfer function al phae () can 
be pre-computed and stored once and for all for a given cosmological model and their calculation docs not 
enter in the actual Monte Carlo simulation algorithm. 
4.1 Generation of Polarized Non-Gaussian CMB Maps 
The cosmological model we chose to generate our non-Gaussian maps is characterized by the following 
parameters: ncdm = 0.239, nb = 0.042, nA = 0.719, T = 0.09, h = 0.73. We considered both a scale 
invariant primordial spectral index n = 1 and n = 0.95, the latest one being the WMAP 3-years best-fit 
value [108]. Starting from these parameters we generate and extract the Fourier space radiation transfer 
functions gf (k) from a Boltzmann integrator, like for example CMBfast, and then make the integral (4.3) 
to get a{ (r). The behavior of af (r) reflects the underlying temperature and polarization CMB physics. In 
Fig. 4.3, we plot the real space temperature and polarization transfer functions for several different values 
of£ > 20. For the model under examination the conformal time at last scattering, defined as the peak of the 
visibility function, is T. ~ 277 Mpc (c = 1) while the present cosmic horizon is To ~ 13682 Mpc. We thus 
expect most of the signal to be generated at r * = To - T. ~ 13400 Mpc. Contributions at lower redshifts 
cannot be neglected reionization and the late integrated Sachs Wolfe effect produce noticable contributions 
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(especially at low f's). The (see fig. 4.4). According to the radiative transfer physics contained in oe(r), the 
last scattering surface must be sampled using a large number of points in order to accurately reproduce the 
acoustic oscillations in the CMB spectrum, while in the low redshift region a good accuracy can be reached 
with a coarser sampling. 
4.1.1 Filter Functions 
After generating the real radiation transfer functions and fixing the radial coordinate grid, the We ( r, r 1 ) 
functions defined in (4.13) must be generated for each value of e, r. Due to the highly oscillatory nature 
of the Bessel functions appearing in the definition of We(r,r1 ), a large number of points is required when 
sampling the integrand. This makes the numerical computation of We(r, r 1 ) quite slow. However, as we were 
already stressing above, this is not a problem as the We(r,r1 ) functions arc pre-computed and stored before 
the actual Monte Carlo map generation. When computing We it is useful to make the simple substitution 
t = kr in the integrand of (4.13). This substitution yields: 
(4.14) 
where we have defined: 
(4.15) 
From the last formula we sec that We(r, ri) actually depends only on the ratio ri/r and not on r1 and r 
separately. This allows to reduce the dimensionality of the problem and thus to speed up the calculations. 
In figures 4.1 we plot some We functions for different values of e, r, r1. As expected, Wt(r,ri) approx-
imates a Dirac delta function centered on r with increasing accuracy for larger and larger £. So for l > 10 
the coordinate r 1 needs to be sampled in a narrow region centered around r. On the other hand, for low 
values of e, Wt(r, r1) is non-negligible over a broad r 1 range. Thus a coarser r 1 sampling over a larger r 1 
interval is required in this case. To check the accuracy of the numerical computation of W1 ( r, r1 ) it is useful 
to compute the angular power spectrum of <I>i;,.(r) on a given spherical shell. Starting from formula (4.12), 
and using the correlation properties of the coefficients nem ( r1 ) described by eqn. ( 4.11) one gets: 
( 4.16) 
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i 
I 
\ 
! 
i 
I j 
I 
' 
Noise Sky-cut (fNL) O'maps O"fisher 
No No 102.5 11.l 6.9 
Homogeneous No 104.5 15.8 11 
Homogeneous fsky = 80 105.2 25.7 12.2 
Table 4.1: Results obtained from the application of the fast temperature + polarization cubic statistics 
of [120] to a set of 300 non-Gaussian maps with an input /NL of 100. First column describes the noise 
properties of the map, second column is the adopted sky-cut, third column is the average /NL measured 
by the estimators, fourth column is the measured /NL standard deviation, fifth column is the expected 
standard deviation from a Fisher matrix analysis (i.e. neglecting corrections from the non-Gaussian part of 
the multipoles). 
which gives: 
(4.17) 
One can also use [75]: 
( 4.18) 
For a primordial curvature perturbation power spectrum described by a power law expression, P(k) = 
Ak"-4 , and using a formula for the Sachs-Wolfe effect, one gets: 
2n-3 A ri-n r (£ + !!. - !) r (3 - n) 
(l <l>L (r)l2) _ 2 2 
fm - 7r r(l + ~ - ~) r2 (2 - ~) (4.19) 
For a scale invariant primordial power spectrum one obtains, as expected, l(l<I>i,.(r)l2)1ex1/l(l + 1). As 
we were anticipating above, one can use formula (4.17) and (4.19) to test the <I>tm(r) power spectrum on 
different shells and the normalization of Wt(r,r1 ). 
4.2 Fast Cubic Statistics and Non-Gaussian Maps 
In order to test our algorithm we applied the temperature + polarization fast-cubic statistics described 
in [120] to a set of 300 non-Gaussian simulations obtained from the cosmological parameters nb = 0.042, 
f1cdm = 0.239, !1L = 0.719, h = 0.73 n = 1, 7 = 0.09. Jn figure 4.5 and 4.6 We show a temperature and a 
polarization intensity map extracted from this set. 
When skycut is included a non-trivial correlation between large and small£ is introduced. This correlation 
in turn produces a leakage of power from high to low multi poles which tends to bias the estimator. This effect 
has been accurately studied in [120], where it has also been shown that removing the lowest multipoles from 
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the analysis allows to circumvent this problem without a significant loss of signal. For this reason the first 30 
multipoles were not used in our analysis when a skycut was considered. The exact fmin was determined by 
preliminary applying the estimator to a set of Gaussian simulation and estimating its variance as a function 
of fmin· We considered different sky cut levels and accounted for the presence of homogeneous noise. Our 
results are summarized in table 4.1. In the next chapter we will discuss the results in the presence ofrcalistic 
inhomogeneous noise. 
Our computation provides evidence for the unbiasedness of the estimator but shows at the same time 
a discrepancy between the calculated error bars and Fisher matrix based expectations (note that these 
expectations arc obtained at zeroth order in fNL, thus neglecting !NL-dependent terms in the three point 
function). These discrepancies are fNL dependent: for small undetectable fNL we find a good agreement 
between Fisher matrix estimates and our results whereas increasing values of fNL produce larger and larger 
differences. This effect had been predicted and explained by the authors of [31]. It arises from !NL dependent 
correction terms in the variance of the estimator. These terms become important when fNL is detected at 
several sigma. The comparison of our results with those in [31] is necessarily approximate because the latter 
were obtained in the flat-sky approximation and ignoring radiation transfer functions. However we can 
still cross-check for a qualitative agreement between the two results. Using the above approximations, the 
!NL-dependent formula describing the estimator variance is: 
2 = ( 2) _ (l + 8f~LANpix) 
a a fNL-o 1 N ' 
7r n pix 
( 4.20) 
where (a2) !NL=D is the estimator variance in the Gaussian case (i.e. the variance estimated from the 
Fisher matrix), A is the amplitude of primordial perturbations and Nµix is the number of pixels in the map. 
To simplify the notation we define afi = (a2)fNL=D· Following [31] we consider an fNL detection at nao. 
From the formula above: 
(4.21) 
We then find the expected relative correction to the variance as: 
(a2 ) 2n2 
-2- - 1 = -~2--
ao 7r In Npix 
(4.22) 
In our analysis we have Npix = 3145728 (HEALPix nside = 512) and a0 = 6.9 for the case without 
sky-cut or noise (sec second line of table 4.1). We have an input fNL of 100, so this corresponds ton= 14.5. 
Plugging this numbers into the equation above we obtain a relative correction of 0.6 which is about one third 
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of the observed u2 / u6 - 1 = 1.6 but in qualitative agreement considering the approximations contained in 
eqn. (4.22). For large enough fNL eqn. (4.22) also predicts the variance of the estimator to decrease as 
1/ln2 Npix'"" 1/lnfmax, much slower than the Fisher matrix forecast of u'"" 1/Rmax· We explicitly tested 
this prediction on sets of simulated maps with different fNL, Npix, Rmax and we found a good agreement 
between theory and simulations, as depicted in figure 4.7. Thus the results obtained analytically in [31] 
under several simplified assumptions are confirmed by our numerical approach, which works in full-sky and 
includes radiation transfer functions. 
4.3 Conclusion and Discussion 
The non-Gaussian map making algorithm is computationally efficient, it takes about 30 minutes on a normal 
PC to generate a map with Rmax = 500, Npix ~ 106 , corresponding to an analysis at WMAP angular 
resolution. The most time consuming part is the computation of the harmonic transforms required to 
generate <I>~;; from <I>7m. The computational time to generate a polarizad is same as generating a temperature 
map. Our non-Gaussian maps not only produce correct bispectrum but also capture all the higher order 
correlation functions. 
As an application of our algorithm, we have explicitly cross-checked the results of [31] where it has 
been shown in that no additional information on fNL can be added by applying estimators based on higher 
order correlators. This conclusion is strictly related to the presence of fNvdcpendcnt correction terms in 
the variance of the local bispcctrum. Note however that these terms have originally been studied in flat.-
sky approximation and neglecting transfer functions. Our simulations test these results using full-sky and 
accounting for full radiative transfer. 
The algorithm not only able to generate non-Gaussian CMB maps, but it also produces maps of the 
primordial curvature perturbation <I>(r, f), sampled in the relevant radii. This allows us to apply and test 
tomographic reconstruction techniques of the curvature perturbation like those proposed in [119]. This will 
be the object of a forthcoming publication [122]. 
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Figure 4.2: Temperature (upper panel) and polarization (bottom panel) transfer functions as a function 
of f. for different shells around the surface of last scattering. Unlike the temperature transfer functions, 
the polarization transfer functions arc zero for small f irrespective of the r chosen. The units of transfer 
functions arc Mpc- 1 
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Figure 4.5: Upper map: simulated Gaussian Cl\IB temperature map.Lower map: non-Gaussian Cl\IB 
temperature maps with the same Gaussian seed as in the upper panel and with input fNL = 3000. The 
reason for the choice of such a large fNL is that we wanted to make non-Gaussian dfocts visible by eye in 
the figures. The cosmological model adopted for this plots is characterized by: !lb = 0.042, ncdm = 0.239, 
!.1L = 0.719, h = 0.73, n = 1, T = 0.09. Temperatures are in mK. 
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Figure 4.6: Upper panel: simulated Gaussian C1H3 polarization intensity map. Polarization intensity is 
defined as I = ,jQ2 + U2 where Q and U arc the Stokes parnnwters.Lower map: non-Gaussian C1ID 
polarization intensity maps with the same Gaussian seed as in the upper panel and with input fNL = 3000. 
The reason for the choice of such a large fNL is that we wanted to make non-Gaussian effects visible by eye 
in the figures. The cosmological model adopted for this plots is characterized by: n0 = 0.042, ncdm = 0.239, 
~h = 0.719, h = 0.73, n = 1, T = 0.09. Temperatures are in mK. 
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Figure 4.7: Error bars estimated from different sets of simulations including various Ptmax and input fNL· 
The error bars arc compared to the corresponding Fisher matrix forecast. As explained in the text, an 
.fNL -dependent correction to the estimator variance make the error bars to scale as 1 / In£ max instead of 
1 / Pmax when .fNL is large enough to produce a several sigma detection at a given angular resolution. 
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Chapter 5 
Measuring the Primordial 
Non-Gaussianity in the CMB Data 
Measurements of primordial non-Gaussianity (!NL) open a new window onto the physics of inflation. In this 
chapter1 we describe a fast cubic (bispcctrum) estimator of f NL, using a combined analysis of temperature 
and polarization observations. The speed of our estimator allows us to use a sufficient number of Monte Carlo 
simulations to characterize its statistical properties in the presence of real world issues such as instrumental 
effects, partial sky coverage, and foreground contamination. We find that our estimator is optimal, where 
optimality is defined by saturation of the Cramer Rao bound, if noise is homogeneous. Our estimator is also 
computationally efficient, scaling as O(N312 ) compared to the O(N512 ) scaling of the brute force bispcctrum 
calculation for sky maps with N pixels. For Planck this translates into a speed-up by factors of millions, 
reducing the required computing time from thousands of years to just hours and thus making f NL estimation 
feasible for future surveys. Our estimator in its current form is optimal if noise is homogeneous. In future 
work our fast polarized bispectrum estimator should be extended to deal with inhomogeneous noise in an 
analogous way to how the existing fast temperature estimator was generalized. 
5.1 Introduction 
In the last few decades the advances in the observational cosmology have led the field to its "golden age." 
Cosmologists arc beginning to nail down the basic cosmological parameters, and have started asking questions 
about the nature of the initial conditions provided by infla.tion [45, 102, 78, 2], which apart from solving 
the flatness and horizon problem, also gives a mechanism for producing the seed perturbations for structure 
formation [46, 110, 47, 9, 89], and other testable predictions. 
The main predictions of a canonical inflation model are: (i) spatial flatness of the observable universe, 
(ii) homogeneity and isotropy on large scales of the observable universe, (iii) nearly scale invariant and 
adiabatic primordial density perturbations, and (iv) primordial perturbations to be very close to Gaussian. 
The cosmic microwave background (CMB) data from the Wilkinson Anisotropy Probe (WMAP) [14], both 
1This chapter contains material which has been previously published elsewhere [120, 118] 
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temperature [50, 49] and polarization [62, 92] anisotropies, have provided hitherto the strongest constraints 
on these predictions [65, 95, 109, 108]. There is no observational evidence against simple inflation models. 
Non-Gaussianity from the simplest inflation models that are based on a slowly rolling scalar field is very 
small [100, 101, 40, 42, 1, 81]; however, a very large class of more general models with, e.g., multiple scalar 
fields, features in inflaton potential, non-adiabatic fluctuations, non-canonical kinetic terms, deviations from 
Bunch-Davies vacuum, among others [12, for a review and references therein] generates substantially higher 
amounts of non-Gaussianity. 
The amplitude of non-Gaussianity constrained from the data is often quoted in terms of a non-linearity 
parameter f NL (defined in section 2.5). Many efficient methods for evaluating bispcctrum of CMB temper-
ature anisotropies exist [67, 19, 107]. So far, the bispectrum tests of non-Gaussianity have not detected any 
significant fNL in temperature fluctuations mapped by COBE [68] and WMAP [65, 108, 29, 32, 19, 21]. Dif-
ferent models of inflation predict different amounts of fNL, starting from 0(1) to fNL ~ 100, above which 
values have been excluded by the WMAP data already. On the other hand, some authors have claimed 
non-Gaussian signatures in the WMAP temperature data [90, 71, 115, 26, 25]. These signatures cannot be 
characterized by f NL and are consistent with non-detection of f NL. 
Currently the constraints on the f NL come from temperature anisotropy data alone. By also having 
the polarization information in the cosmic microwave background, one can improve sensitivity to primordial 
fluctuations [7, 119]. Although the experiments have already started characterizing polarization anisotropies 
[69, 62, 92, 87], the errors arc large in comparison to temperature anisotropy. The upcoming experiments such 
as Planck will characterize polarization anisotropy to high accuracy. Arc we ready to use future polarization 
data for testing Gaussianity of primordial fluctuations? Do we have a fast estimator which allows us to 
measure JN L from the combined analysis of temperature and polarization data? 
In this paper we extend the fast cubic estimator of f NL from the temperature data [67] and derive a 
fast way for measuring primordial non-Gaussianity using the cosmic microwave background temperature 
and polarization maps. We construct a cubic statistics, a cubic combination of (appropriately filtered) 
temperature and polarization maps, which is specifically sensitive to the primordial perturbations. This is 
done by reconstructing a map of primordial perturbations, and using that to define our estimator. We also 
show that the inverse of the covariance matrix for the optimal estimator [7] is the same as the product of 
inverses we get in the fast estimator. Our estimator takes only N 312 operations in comparison to the full 
bispectrum calculation which takes N 512 operations. Here N refers to the total number of pixels. For Planck 
N ~ 5 x 107 , and so the full bispectrum analysis is not feasible while ours is. 
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5.2 Fast Cubic Statistics 
We can construct a quantity Sprim that is analogous to the KSW fast estimator of f NL from temperature 
data [67] but generalize it to include polarization data as well. This quantity has a simple interpretation in 
terms of the tomographic reconstruction of the primordial potential described in [67, 119]. It is the radial 
integral of a cubic combination of the scalar potential reconstructions, the B terms with the analogous A 
term. 
As in [67], we form a cubic statistics given by 
Sprim = -1
1 j r2 dr j d2 nB(n, r)B(fi, r)A(fi, r) 
sky 
(5.1) 
where 
B(fi,r) = 2:,L)c-1)iPa}m,6%(r)lfm(fi), (5.2) 
ip lm 
A(n,r) = L L(c- 1 )iPa~ma~(r)Yem(fi), (5.3) 
ip lm 
a~= ~ J k2 dkgxe(k) Je(kr), and !sky is a fraction of sky. Index i and p can either be Tor E. We find (sec 
Appendix A) that (Bprim) reduces to 
(S . ) = _1_ "'""" "'""" _l_f Bpqr,prim(c-1)ip(c-1)jq(C-1)kr Bijk,prim (5.4) prim J L L f::,, NL l1l2la l1 f2 fa f1f2£3 ' 
sky ijkpqr 2:5£1 :5l2 :5fa l1l2la 
where D.e,e2 t 3 is: 1 when £1 f. C2 f. £3, 6 when £1 = £2 = £3, and 2 otherwise; B~;;~~~im is the theoretical 
bispectrum for f NL = 1, and is given by: 
where 
(2£1+1)(2£2+1)(2£3 + 1) 
47T 
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(5.6) 
Since (Sprim) is proportional to f NL, an unbiased estimator of fNL can be written as: 
(5.7) 
The most time consuming part of the calculation is the harmonic transformation necessary for Eqs. (5.2) 
and(5.3). The fast estimator defined above takes only N 312 operations times the number of sampling points 
for r, which is of the order 100. Hence this is much faster than the full bispcctrum analysis, which scales as 
N 512 • N here is the number of pixels. In the next section we will show that this fast unbiased estimator is 
also optimal, by proving equivalence with a known optimal but slow estimator. 
5.2.1 Optimality of the Fast Estimator 
In their recent paper Babich and Zaldarriaga [7] have found an optimal estimator for f NL which minimizes 
the expected x2 given by 
(5.8) 
This optimal estimator is 
(5.9) 
where the index ijk and pqr runs over {TTT, TT E, TEE, EEE}, unlike in the fast estimator case where ijk 
and pqr run over all the 8 combinations {TTT,TTE,TET,ETT,TEE,ETE,EET,EEE}. In appendix B 
we show that the inverse of the covariance matrix for the BZ estimator is the same as the product of inverses 
we get in the fast estimator, Eq. 5.7; hence our estimator is optimal2 
5.2.2 Results 
To test optimality of our fast estimator we use Eqs. (5.7) and (5.11) to measure f NL from simulated Gaussian 
skies. The error bars on f NL arc then derived from Monte Carlo simulations of our fast estimator. The 
simulated errors are compared with the Cramer Rao bound (F- 1 / fsky) 112 , where !sky is a fraction of sky, 
2 By an analogous argument one can show that the temperature-only estimator in Komatsu et al. (2005} is also optimal, not 
slightly suboptimal as stated. 
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Figure 5.1: Upper Panel: Fisher predictions for mm1mum detectable f NL (at 1 a) as a function of 
maximum multipole lmax· Left panel shows an ideal experiment. Right panel shows simulations for Planck 
satellite. In both the panels, solid lines represent temperature and polarization combined analysis; dashed 
lines represent temperature only analysis; dot-dashed lines represent polarization only analysis. Lower 
Panel: Fisher predictions for f NL as a function of beam size for three different combinations of noise per 
pixel. The left panel is for the analysis using combined temperature + polarization information. The plot 
also compares the Fisher numbers from the Planck experiment. The right panel shows the f NL as a function 
of beam size for temp only, polarization only, and temperature + polarization combined analysis. 
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Figure 5.2: Testing optimality of our f NL estimator. In all panels lines show the optimal Cramer Rao bounds 
given by (F-1 / fsky) 112 . Symbols show the 1-cr errors on f NL derived from Monte Carlo simulations. Upper 
panels: Monte Carlo errors as a function of !sky· The star shows the WMAP Kp2 mask. Triangles: straight 
sky cuts excluding regions of low galactic latitudes. The left panel shows only the effect of the mask, while 
the right panel includes homogeneous white noise and beam smoothing at the level of the Planck satellite. 
Lower left: Monte Carlo errors as a function of Cmu.x· Lower right: Incomplete sky coverage causes excess 
variance of the low .f. modes of the polarization bispectra. We show results as a function of Cmin> below 
which multipoles have been removed from the analysis of polarization bispectra in two cases: 1) stars show 
the simulated errors in the noiseless case; 2) the dashed line and triangles show a case with homogeneous 
noise similar to the Planck satellite. The variance excess due to over weighting of the polarization modes is 
clearly visible in the noiseless case. This panel demonstrates that excluding the lowest £ polarization modes 
from the analysis avoids this variance excess without significant loss of information. 
and Fis the Fisher matrix given by [66, 7]: 
(5.10) 
where Ae
1
e
2
t
3 
is: 1 when £1 =I £2 =I £3, 6 when £1 = £2 = £3, and 2 otherwise. We have used ACDM 
model with nc = 0.26, nb = 0.04, nA = 0.7, h = 0.7, and a constant scalar spectral index ns = 1. Since 
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the contribution to the integral in Eqs. 5.2 and 5.3 comes mostly from the decoupling epoch (for our 
simulations rdec = 13.61Gpc), our integration limits arc rmin = 13425 Mpc and rmax = 13865 Mpc, with 
the sampling dr = 15 Mpc. Refining the sampling of the r integral by a factor of 2 docs not change our 
results significantly. The results are summarized in figure 5.2. We separately explore the effects of excluding 
foreground contaminated sky regions and noise degradation due to the instrument. For definiteness we have 
used the published Planck noise amplitudes which are described in Table 2, though we ignore the effect of 
the scanning strategy and noise correlations. We shall come back to this point in § 5.2.3. 
We find that the low£ modes of the polarization bispectrum are contaminated significantly when f sky < 1. 
This is illustrated by the lower right panel of Figure 5.2, where we sum over all the £ modes for TTT 
contribution to the bispectrum (because the temperature bispectrum is not contaminated by the sky cut), 
while varying £min for the other terms (EEE, TT E, TEE). Our results show that one may simply remove 
the contamination in the polarization bispectrum due to the sky cut by removing£< 10 (when !sky ~ 0.8) 
without sacrificing sensitivity to fNL· The contamination appears to be less when noise is added, as the 
dominant constraint still comes from the temperature data which are insensitive to the contamination due 
to the sky cut. 
We can explain this behavior simply in terms of the coupling between spherical harmonic modes induced 
by the sky cut. The key observation is that the low £ polarization spectrum is very small in the theoretical 
model we chose, but if it could be observed it would add information to the f NL estimator. Therefore, 
for a noiseless experiment, an optimal estimator designed for full sky work will assign a large weight to 
the low £ polarization modes. Since the low £ spectrum rises very steeply towards higher £ a sky cut cre-
ates power leakage from higher £ to lower £. This biases the low £ spectrum significantly and this bias is 
amplified by the large coefficient the estimator assigns to these modes. In a realistic experiment including 
noise, the low £ polarization modes are difficult to measure, since noise dominates. Accordingly, the esti-
mator assigns small weights to the low £ polarization modes and the sky cut has a much less prominent effect. 
Our fast estimator takes only N 312 operations times the number of sampling points for the integral over 
r, which is of the order 100. Hence this is much faster than the full bispectrum analysis as discussed in [7], 
which goes as N512 . N here is the number of pixels. For Planck we expect N ~ 5 x 107 , so performing 100 
simulations using 50 CPUs takes only 10 hours using our fast estimator, while we estimate it would take 
approximately 103 years to do the brute force bispectrum calculation using the same platform. 
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Table 5.1: Planck noise properties assumed for our analysis 
Central frequency (GHZ) 
30 44 70 100 143 217 353 
Angular Resolution [FWHM arcminutcs] 33 24 14 10 7.1 5.0 5.0 
t:.T /T intensity a [10-6 µK/K] 2.0 2.7 4.7 2.5 2.2 4.8 14.7 
t:.T/T polarization (Q and U)a [10-6µK/K] 2.8 3.9 6.7 4.0 4.2 9.8 29.8 
Table 5.2: Average lu sensitivity per pixel (a square whose side is the FWHM extent of the beam), in 
thermodynamic temperature units, achievable after 2 full sky surveys (14 months). 
5.2.3 Discussion 
Starting with the tomographic reconstruction approach [67, 119] we have found a fast, feasible, and optimal 
estimator of fNL, a parameter characterizing the amplitude of primordial non-Gaussianity, based on three-
point correlations in the temperature and polarization anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background. 
Using the example of the Planck mission our estimator is faster by factors of order 106 than the estimator 
described by Babich and Zaldarriaga [7], and yet provides essentially identical error bars. 
The speed of our estimator allows us to study its statistical properties using Monte Carlo simulations. 
We have explored the effects of instrument noise (assuming homogeneous noise), finite resolution, as well as 
sky cut. We conclude that our fast estimator is robust to these effects and extracts information optimally 
when compared to the Cramer Rao bound, in the limit of homogeneous noise. 
We have uncovered a potential systematic effect that is important for instruments measuring polarization 
with extremely high signal-to-noise on large scales. The inevitable removal of contaminated portions of the 
sky causes any estimator based on the pscudo-bispectrum to be contaminated by mode-to-mode couplings at 
low f.. We have demonstrated that by simply excluding low f. polarization modes from the analysis removes 
this systematic error with negligible information loss. 
It has been shown that inhomogeneous noise causes cubic estimators based on the psudo-bispcctrum 
with a flat weighting to be significantly suboptimal [65]. A partial solution to this problem has been found 
by [29, 32], where a linear piece has been added to the estimator in addition to the cubic piece. It should 
be straightforward to apply their method to our estimator. 
Finally, our reconstruction approach may be extended to find fast estimators for higher order statistics, 
for example trispectrum based estimators off NL [61]. This is the subject of ongoing work. 
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5.3 Generalized Bispectrum Estimator of Primordial 
N on-Gaussianity 
In the previous section we described a fast cubic (bispectrum) estimator of the amplitude of primordial 
non-Gaussianity of local type, f NL, from a combined analysis of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) 
temperature and E-polarization observations. In this section we generalize the estimator to deal with a 
partial sky coverage as well as inhomogeneous noise. Our generalized estimator is still computationally 
efficient, scaling as O(N;(;) compared to the O(N:f;) scaling of the brute force bispcctrum calculation for 
sky maps with Npix pixels. We also point out an error in the normalization factor in a previous work [29] 
which generalizes the fast estimator of f NL to deal with inhomogeneities using CMB temperature only 
data. Upcoming CMB experiments arc expected to yield high-sensitivity temperature and E-polarization 
data. Our generalized estimator will allow us to optimally utilize the combined CMB temperature and 
E-polarization information from these realistic experiments, and to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity. 
The generalization is done in an analogous way to how [29] generalized the temperature only estimator 
developed by [67]; however, the final result of [29] (their Eq. (30)) is off by a factor of two, which results in 
the error inf NL that is much larger than the Fisher matrix prediction, as we shall show below. 
The fast bispectrum estimator off NL from the combined CMB temperature and E-polarization data can 
. s be written as f NL= r;;;m, where [120] 
(5.11) 
N = '""" '""" __ l_8 pqr,prim(c-1)ip(C-1)jq(C-1)kr Bijk,prim L L b. t1l2t, 1, t2 e, t,1,13 ' 
ijkpqr 2:Sl1 :Sf2 :Sf3 fil2f 3 
(5.12) 
and !sky is a fraction of the sky observed. Indices i, j, k, p, q and r can either be T or E. Here, b.e,t2 t 3 
is 1 when £1 i= £2 i= £3, 6 when £1 = £2 = £3, and 2 otherwise, B~q;,~rim is the theoretical bispectrum for c1t:.2-l',3 
f NL = 1 [120], P.I>(k) is the power spectrum of the primordial curvature perturbations, and g((r) is the 
radiation transfer function of adiabatic perturbations. 
It has been shown that the above mentioned estimator is optimal for the full sky coverage and homoge-
neous noise [120]. To be able to deal with the realistic data, the estimator has to be able to deal with the 
inhomogeneous noise and foreground masks. 
The estimator can be generalized to deal with a partial sky coverage and the inhomogeneous noise by 
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adding a linear term to Sprim: Sprim -t Sprim + s~~:~r. For the temperature only case, this has been 
done in [29]. Following the same argument, we find that the linear term for the combined analysis of CMB 
temperature and polarization data is given by 
(5.13) 
where Asim(n, r) and Bs;m(n, r) arc the A and B maps generated from Monte Carlo simulations that contain 
signal and noise, and ( .. ) denotes the average over the Monte Carlo simulations. 
The generalized estimator is given by 
SA + SA linear 
" prim prim 
fNL = N ' (5.14) 
which is the main result of this paper. Note that (§linear) 
1.. pri1n MC -(/;prim)Mc, and this relation also 
holds for the equilateral shape. Therefore, it is straightforward to find the generalized estimator for the 
equilateral shape: first, find the cubic estimator of the equilateral shape, Sequilateral, and take the Monte 
Carlo average, (Sequilateral)MC· Let us suppose that Sequilateral contains terms in the form of ABC, where 
A, B, and Care some filtered maps. Use the Wick's theorem to re-write the average of a cubic product as 
(ABC)Mc = (A)l\Jc(BC)Mc + (B)flfC(AC)Mc + (C)l\Jc(AB)l\Jc· Finally, remove the MC average from 
single maps, and replace maps in the product with the simulated maps: (A)Mc(BC)Mc + (B)Mc(AC)Mc + 
(C)t..rc(AB) MC --> A(BsimCsim) MC+ B(As;mCsimhtc +C(AsimBsim) MC· This operation gives the correct 
expression for the linear term, both for the local form and the equilateral form. 
One can find the estimator of f NL from the temperature data only by setting i = j = k = p = q = 
r = T. We have compared our formula in the temperature-only limit with the original formula derived 
by [29] (their Eq. (30)), and found a discrepancy. To see the discrepancy, let us re-write the estimator as: 
,.. S . +xSli~ear J NL= pr.m N pr•m • Our formula gives x = 1, while Eq. (30) of [29] gives x = 0.5. 1 
To make sure that our normalization gives the minimum variance estimator, we have done Monte Carlo 
simulations with varying x. We find that x = 1 minimizes the variance (as shown in Fig. 5.3). We conclude 
that the analysis given in [29] resulted in the larger-than-expected uncertainty in f NL because of this error 
in their normalization of the linear term. 
The main contribution to the linear term comes from the inhomogeneous noise and sky cut. For the 
temperature only case, most of the contribution to the linear term comes from the inhomogeneous noise, 
1 Equation (30) in (29] is off by a factor of 2. Since we used Lt t e = 6 Lt <t <t x-1-, to compare our normalization 
123 1_2_3 t1l2l3 
factor x with (29] one needs to divide the normalization in [29] by a factor of 6. 
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Figure 5.3: Testing normalization of the linear term in the estimator off NL. The symbols show the standard 
deviation off NL derived from the the Monte Carlo simulations using the estimator for a given normalization, 
x. The horizontal line shows the Fisher matrix prediction. Our formula gives x = 1, while [29] give x = 0.5 
(their Eq. (30)). We have used simulated polarized Gaussian CMB maps with the Planck inhomogeneous 
noise as well as the WMAP KpO and P06 mask for temperature and polarization, respectively. 
and the partial sky coverage does not contribute much to the linear term. This is because the sky-cut 
induces a monopole contribution outside the mask. In the analysis one subtracts the monopole from outside 
the mask before measuring Sprin" which makes the linear contribution from the mask small [29]. For a 
combined analysis of the temperature and polarization maps, however, the linear term does get a significant 
contribution from a partial sky coverage (see the right panel of Fig. 5.4). Subtraction of the monopole 
outside of the mask is of no help for polarization, as the monopole does not exist in the polarization maps 
by definition. (The lowest relevant multi pole for polarization is l = 2.) 
The estimator is still computationally efficient, taking only N:{; (times the r sampling, which is of order 
100) operations in comparison to the full bispcctrum calculation which takes N:{; operations. Here Npix 
refers to the total number of pixels. For Planck, Npix ,__, 5 x 107 , and so the full bispectrum analysis is not 
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feasible while our analysis is. 
5.3.1 Results 
Throughout this section we use the standard Lambda CDM cosmology with the following cosmological 
parameters: nb = 0.042, flcdm = 0.239, nL = 0.719, h = 0.73, n = 1, and T = 0.09. For all of our 
simulations we used HEALPix maps with Npix ~ 3 x 106 pixels. 
In the left panel of figure 5.4, we show the varia.nce of f NL using the estimator (with and without the 
linear term) for the Gaussian CMB simulations in the presence of inhomogeneous noise and partial sky 
coverage. For this analysis we use the noise properties that are expected for the Planck satellite, assuming 
the cycloidal scanning strategy [36]. Inhomogeneous nature of the noise is depicted in the lower map of 
figure 5.6 where we show the number of observations (Nabs) for the different. pixels in the sky. As for the 
foreground masks, we use WMAP KpO intensity mask and P06 polarization mask. We find that, with the 
inclusion of the linear term, the variance reduces by more than a factor of 5. The linear term greatly reduces 
the variance approaching the Fisher matrix bound. However, the estimator is close to, but not exactly the 
same as the Fisher variance prediction in the noise dominated regime. 
Nevertheless, we do not observe the increase of variance at higher lmax: the variance becomes smaller 
as we include more multipoles. This result is in contradiction with the result of [29] and [32]. We attribute 
this discrepancy to the error in the normalization of linear term in their formula. 
In the right panel of figure 5.4, we show the variance of f N l, again using Gaussian simulations, but now 
in the presence of flat sky cut and in the absence of any noise. The purpose of the plot is to demonstrate 
(as pointed out in the previous section) that for the combined CMB temperature and polarization analysis, 
sky-cut does contribute significantly to the linear term. We find that the generalized estimator does a very 
good job in reducing the variance excess, and the simulated variance of f NL does accurately saturate the 
Fisher matrix bound. 
Can our estimator recover the correct fNL, i.e., is our estimator unbiased? We have tested our estima-
tor against simulated non-Gaussian CMB temperature and E-polarization maps. The non-Gaussian CMB 
temperature and E-polarization maps were generated using the method described in [76]. We find that our 
estimator is unbiased, i.e., we can recover the fNL value which was used to generate the non-Gaussian CMB 
maps. The results for the unbiasedness of the estimator arc shown in Table 5.3. The analysis also shows the 
unbiasedness of the estimator described in [120]. 
Figures 5.5 and 5.6 show the maps (Asim(n,r)Bsim(n,r))Mc and (B;;m(n,r))Mc, which appear in the 
linear term (Eq. 5.13) of the estimator. These maps are calculated using 100 Monte Carlo simulations of 
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Noise Sky-cut (fNL) fmput NL asim 
No flat cut, fsky = 0.8 103.2 100 10.1 
Inhomogeneous WMAP KpO and P06 masks 108.7 100 21.04 
Table 5.3: Unbiasedness of the generalized estimator. Non-Gaussian CMB maps with f~nlut = 100 are used 
for fmax = 500. The standard deviation off NL, <Isim, was obtained using Gaussian simulations. 
the data. Since the linear term contributes only in the presence of inhomogeneities, we also show these 
maps calculated with noise-only simulations (i.e. no signal). Notice how these maps correlate with the 
inhomogeneous noise (as shown in the lower map of figure 5.6). 
5.4 Conclusion and Discussion 
Upcoming CMB experiments will provide a wealth of information about the CMB polarization anisotropies 
together with temperature anisotropies. The combined information from the CMB temperature and polar-
ization data improves the sensitivity to primordial non-Gaussianity [7, 119, 120]. The promise of learning 
about the early universe by constraining the amplitude of primordial non-Gaussianity is now well established. 
In this paper we have generalized the bispectrum estimator of non-Gaussianity described in [120], to deal 
with the inhomogeneous nature of noise and incomplete sky coverage. 
The generalization from [120] enables us to increase optimality of the estimator significantly, without 
compromising the computational efficiency of the estimator: the estimator is still computationally efficient, 
scaling as O(N:{;) compared to the O(N:/;) scaling of the full bispectrum [7] calculation for sky maps with 
Npix pixels. For the Planck satellite, this translates into a speed-up by factors of millions, reducing the 
required computing time from thousands of years to just hours and thus making f NL estimation feasible. 
The speed of our estimator allows us to study its statistical properties using Monte Carlo simulations. 
We have used Gaussian and non-Gaussian simulations to characterize the estimator. We have shown that 
the generalized fast estimator is able to deal with the partial sky coverage very well and in fact the variance 
of f NL saturates the Fisher matrix bound. In the presence of both the realistic noise and galactic mask, 
we find that the generalized estimator greatly reduces the variance in comparison to the [120] estimator of 
non-Gaussianity using combined CMB temperature and polarization data. 
Since the estimator is able to deal with the partial sky coverage very effectively, the estimator can 
also be used to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity using the data from ground and balloon based CMB 
experiments which observe only a small fraction of the sky. The estimator also solves the problem [120] 
of non-trivial polarization mode coupling due to foreground masks. Earlier this issue was dealt with by 
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removing the most contaminated£ modes from the analysis (usually£< 30). 
The naive approach of using galactic masks to deal with the polarization contamination is to be refined. 
Both temperature and polarization foregrounds are expected to produce non-Gaussian signals. Some sources 
of non-primordial non-Gaussianity are CMB lensing, point sources, and the Sunyaev Zel'dovich effect. Un-
derstanding the non-Gaussianity from the polarization foreground sources and refining the estimator to be 
able to deal with it will be the subject of our future work. 
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Figure 5.4: Optimality of the generalized estimator. The solid lines show the Fisher matrix prediction for 
the standard deviation of fNL, the triangles show the standard deviation derived from the Monte Carlo 
simulations using the estimator without the linear term, and the stars show the standard deviation derived 
from the Monte Carlo simulations using the generalized estimator (i.e., with the linear term). Left panel: 
The uncertainty vs the maximum multi pole that is used in the analysis, Crnax. The simulations contain 
the Gaussian CMB signal, inhomogeneous noise (which simulates the Planck satellite), WMAP KpO and 
P06 masks. Right panel: The uncertainty vs a fraction of the sky observed, !sky, for Crnax = 500. The 
simulations include the Gaussian CMB signal, and flat sky-cut (which is azimuthally symmetric in the 
Galactic coordinates), while they do not include instrumental noise. This figure therefore shows that the 
sky cut contributes significantly to the linear term of polarization. 
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<A(r)B(r)>llc 
Figure 5.5: The {Asim(n, r)Bsim(n, r))Mc and (B;;m(fi, r))Mc maps in dimension-less units for a slice near 
the surface of last scattering. These maps are calculated from Monte Carlo simulations with the Gaussian 
signal, Planck inhomogeneous noise, and WMAP KpO and P06 masks. 
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·. \(r )ll(1) 
Figure 5.6: The top panel show (Asim(Fi,r)Bsim(ii,r))Mc map and middle pan!'! shows \B.~im(ii,r))Mc 
map respectively. The maps for for the noise only analysis (i.e. no Cl\IB signal or mask). They are in 
dimension-less units and are shown for a slice near the surface of last scattering. The bottom map shows 
the number of observations per pixel (N0 b_,) at the resolution of Nµix = 12582912. 
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Chapter 6 
Evidence of Primordial 
Non-Gaussianity in the WMAP 
3-Year Data 
We present1 evidence for the detection of primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type (/NL), using the 
temperature information of the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) from the WMAP 3-ycar data. We 
employ the bispectrum estimator of non-Gaussianity described in [118] which allows us to analyze the 
entirety of the WMAP data without an arbitrary cut-off in angular scale. Using the combined information 
from WMAP's two main science channels up to Cmax = 750 and the conservative KpO foreground mask we 
find 27 < fNL < 147 at 953 C.L., with a central value of /NL= 87. This corresponds to a rejection of /NL = 0 
at more than 99.53 significance. We find that this detection is robust to variations in lmax, frequency and 
masks, and that no known foreground, instrument systematic, or secondary anisotropy explains our signal 
while passing our suite of tests. We explore the impact of several analysis choices on the stated significance 
and find 2.5 u for the most conservative view. We conclude that the WMAP 3-year data disfavors canonical 
single field slow-roll inflation. 
6.1 Introduction 
It is now widely accepted that tests of primordial non-Gaussianity, parameterized by the non-linearity 
parameter /NL, promise to be a unique probe of the early Universe [66] beyond the two-point statistics. 
Although the non-Gaussianity from the simplest inflation models is very small, /NL ~ 0.01 - 1 [100, 42, 
40], there is a very large class of more general models, e.g., models with multiple scalar fields, features 
in inflation potential, non-adiabatic fluctuations, non-canonical kinetic terms, deviations from the Bunch-
Davies vacuum, among others, that predict substantially higher level of primordial non-Gaussianity (sec [12] 
for a review and detailed references). 
Recent calculations of the perturbations arising in the ekpyrotic or cyclic cosmological scenarios [111] have 
concluded that these scenarios can predict /NL much larger than single field slow-roll inflation [30]. Detailed 
calculations in these models are fraught with difficulties connected to matching the perturbations through 
1This chapter contains material which has been previously published elsewhere [121] 
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the cosmological singularity at the bounce. However, the current calculations suggests that primordial 
non-Gaussianity of the !NL type could be a powerful discriminant between ekpyrotic models and standard 
slow-roll inflation. As such, the search for primordial non-Gaussianity is complementary to the search for 
the inflationary gravitational wave background. We will argue in this letter that the WMAP 3-year data 
already distinguishes fNL = 100 from fNL ~ 0 at a statistically significant level. 
The first fast bispectrum based fNL estimator using temperature anisotropies alone was introduced in [67] 
(the KSW estimator). The idea of adding a linear term to reduce excess variance due to noise inhomogeneity 
was introduced in [29]. Applied to a combination of the Q, V and W channels of the WMAP 3-year data 
up to fmax ~ 400 this estimator has yielded the tightest constraint on fNL so far: -36 < fNL < 100 
(2u) [32]. This estimator was generalized to utilize both the temperature and E-polarization information 
in [118], where we pointed out that the linear term had been incorrectly implemented in Eq. 30 of [29]. 
The corrected estimator enables us to analyze the entire WMAP data without suffering from a blow-up in 
the variance at high e. 
6.2 Our Analysis 
We assume a standard Lambda CDM cosmology with following cosmological parameters: nb = 0.042, 
ncdm = 0.239, nL = 0.719, h = 0.73, T = 0.09, and ns = 1. We will di8CUSS the effect of varying thc8e 
fiducial parameters below. 
We used the generalized bispectrum estimator of primordial non-Gaussianity of local type described 
in [118]. The generalized estimator is given by 
S- + s· linear 
!"' _ print prim NL- N ' (6.1) 
where N is the normalization factor and Sprim and s~~~~r are the so called trilinear and linear term of the 
estimator respectively. The trilinear term captures the bispectrum information about f NL while the linear 
term has vanishing expectation and is designed to reduce the scatter in the trilinear term induced by the 
foreground mask and WMAP's anisotropic scan strategy. 
Although our estimator [118] can utilize both the temperature and E-polarization information of the 
CMB to constrain primordial non-Gaussianity, we have used only temperature information of the WMAP 
3-year data. For the analysis we used various combinations of 8 channels of WMAP 3-year raw data: Ql, 
Q2, Vl, V2, Wl, W2, W3, and W4. For all the simulations we used the WMAP 3-year maps in HEALPix 
format with Npix = 3145728 pixels. We focused on the V and W bands, which arc the main WMAP CMB 
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Figure 6.1: We show the measured value of the non-linear coupling parameter fNL using \Vl\IAP 3-ycar 
maps, and the corresponding 953 error bars derived from the Gaussian simulations. For this analysis the 
\VMAP KpO mask was used. The analysis is done for 4 combinations of the frequency channels: coaddcd 
Q+V+W, coadded V+W, V, and W. 
science channels suffering least from foreground contamination. \Ve also applied our estimator to Q and 
Q+ V + \V to assess sensitivity to foregrounds. 
We performed Monte Carlo simulations to assess the statistical significance and errors of our !NL csti-
mates. For example for the Q+ V + \V coaddcd simulated map, we first simulated 8 Gaussian maps using the 
noise and beam properties of the corresponding 8 channels. Then a single map was obtained by pixdwise 
averaging of these 8 maps. The same procedure was followed to obtain simulated coadded maps of the other 
channel combinations. The S AB and S BB weight maps for the linear estimator [29] were obtained using 800 
Monte Carlo simulations that include the \VMAP noise and foreground masks. 
Figure 6.1 shows the measured value of the non-linear coupling parameter !NL for 4 combinations of 
coadded frequency channels (Q+ V + \V, V + \V, V, and \V) as a function of maximum multi pole f'rnax used 
in the analysis. All the analyses in this figure use the KpO mask. The figure shows the 95% C.L. error bars 
75 
lmax vw Q QVW 
Kp12 Kp2 KpO KpO+ KpO Kp12 Kp2 KpO KpO+ 
350 -1290 -27 35 19 1 -2384 -75 25 8 
450 -1425 -16 68 65 -6 -2792 -80 55 65 
550 -1510 -13 80 84 -11 -3136 -94 66 80 
650 -1560 -22 79 81 -14 -3307 -94 63 77 
750 -1575 -23 87 87 -20 -3368 -108 65 78 
750* 
-no5±rn -42±~ -6±l -0.3±4 -13±~ 1±~ 
Table 6.1: Non-linear coupling parameter /NL using the V+W, Q, and Q+V+W WMAP 3-year raw maps, 
as a function of maximum multipole used in the analysis tmax and mask Kp12, Kp2, KpO, and KpO+ 
(corresponding /sky is stated in the text and the masks are shown in Fig 2). The last row (750*) shows 
the mean /NL estimated from Gaussian simulations including the WMAP foreground model. Foreground 
contamination biases /NL negatively by similar amounts in both the data and the model. 
derived from Monte Carlo simulations. 
For the coadded V + W map there is evidence of primordial non-Gaussianity at more than 95% C.L. for 
all lmax > 450. For the coadded Q+ V + W map there is a detection of primordial non-Gaussianity at more 
than 95% C.L. for all !!max > 500. Residual suboptimality of our estimator results in a larger error bar for 
the Q+ V + W combination compared to the V + W combination. 
Using the coadded V+W (the least foreground contaminated) channel with P.max = 750, we find 
27 < fNL < 147 (at 95% C.L.). (6.2) 
This rules out the null hypothesis of Gaussian primordial perturbations at 99.5% significance. 
Our analysis provides the most information to date on the primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type. 
For the sake of comparison with the previous best result in the literature ( -36 < f NL < 100, for the coadded 
Q+V+W map at the 2u level for P.max:::::: 400 [65, 32, 108]), our constraints using the coadded Q+V+W 
map truncated at P.max = 400 are: 
-20.84 < fNL < 83.4 (at 95% C.L.). (6.3) 
We may conclude that the additional information uncovered by the Yadav et al. estimator [118] at£> 400 
is important for our result. As calculated by Creminelli et al. [31] and verified in simulation by [76], there 
is a contribution to the estimator variance due to non-zero /NL· This widens the confidence interval of the 
estimator by 3%. It does not however modify the significance of our rejection of the Gaussian null hypothesis. 
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6.3 Interpretation 
A detection of non-Gaussianity has profound implications on our understanding of the early Universe. We 
will now argue based on an extensive suite of null tests and theoretical modeling that our results are not 
due to any known systematic error, foregrounds or secondary anisotropy. 
Since our estimator is based on three-point correlations, any mis-specification of the WMAP noise model 
would not bias our estimator, since Gaussian instrument noise has a vanishing three-point function. Similarly, 
if the CMB were Gaussian, asymmetric beams cannot create non-Gaussianity. Beam far-side lobes can 
produce a small level of smooth foreground contamination at high galactic latitude [11] at £ ::::; 10. This 
effect has been corrected in the 3-year maps[54]. Since our signal is not frequency dependent this is clearly 
not a dominant effect. Even so, we checked for this or any other large scale anomaly (such as the axis of 
evil) by deleting modes with f. ::::; 20 from our analysis. We find that our estimate increases to fNL = 135 ± 96 
at (95 3 C.L.), leaving the statistical significance of our signal at a similar level. 
To test for non-Gaussian time-domain systematics or non-Gaussian noise, we take difference between the 
pairs of yearly WMAP data. This creates 3 jackknife realizations of WMAP noise maps for each detector 
including real instrument systematics. Applying our estimator to these maps gave negligible !NL ( ~ 1) for 
all three pairs of years, leading us to a conservative bound on the systematic error arising from such effects 
of ±2. 
Seeing the same behavior in all channel combinations suggests that even if the detection of non-Gaussianity 
were not primordial, its source would not be frequency dependent and not associated with the main galactic 
foregrounds near the galactic plane. This is confirmed by repeating our analyses with several foreground 
masks (WMAP Kpl2 mask with fsky = 94.23, WMAP Kp2 mask with fsky = 84.73, WMAP KpO mask 
with fsky = 76.83, and a larger mask (KpO+) with fsky = 64.3%, which was obtained by smoothing and 
thresholding the KpO mask) for computing the value of fNL using the Q, Q+V+W and V+W maps. The 
results for these analyses arc shown in Table 6.1. It is clear from these analyses that the Kpl2 and Kp2 
masks do not exclude galactic foregrounds at the required level. The Q+ V + W combination is foreground 
contaminated even for KpO mask, as is also clear from Q band analysis. However, for V+W, increasing the 
mask beyond KpO does not change the results significantly. 
To quantify the level at which foreground contamination might be expected to affect our results, we 
perform a null test (see last row of Table 6.1). We apply our analysis to simulated Gaussian CMB skies, 
expecting to measure fNL consistent with 0. We model the expected diffuse synchrotron, dust and free-
free emission the same way the WMAP team did to produce their foreground cleaned maps. We generate 
simulated WMAP Q, V and W maps including this foreground model, Gaussian CMB and WMAP noise, 
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Figure 6.2: The various masks used for computing the fNL in Table 6.1 . From left to right, and top to 
bottom we show Kpl2, Kp2, KpO, and KpO+. The point source exclusion regions are identical to those in 
the WMAP. Enlarging the point source exclusions docs not changl) our results appreciably. 
and we found negligible fNL ( -6 ± 4 standard error in the mean for 70 simulations) with €ma:r = 750 and 
KpO mask. The same analysis run on simulated Q+ V + \V data gives an fNL ~ -13 ± 5. fNL becomes 
increasingly negative for smaller masks, following the same pattern seen in the real data, and is negligible 
for the KpO+ mask. 
Note that in the cases that we expect to be affected by foregrounds (e.g. small masks), fNL is biased 
negatively both in the real data and in simulations. It is therefore plausible that any bias due to residual 
foreground contamination would falsely reduce the significance of our detection. \Ve assign a systematic 
error of ±8 to diffuse foreground effects in V + \V, kpO and errwi: = 750. 
To get an additional handle on foregrounds, we have also analyzed the \Vl\IAP foreground-reduced 
maps. Irrespective of the mask used we always find that foreground subtraction increases the JN L estimate. 
However, since we cannot guarantee that cleaning the foregrounds docs not oversubtract foregrounds we 
conservatively quote the results from the raw maps. 
For both the KpO and the extended masks, increasing emax increases the central value of fNL· This 
effect may also be seen in Fig. 1. This change is somewhat larger than what we measure in l\lonte Carlo 
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simulations, but attaching a significance to this observation is complicated by its a posteriori nature. In 
any case, foregrounds are likely not responsible since most models of the high latitude galactic foreground 
emission predict more rapid decay of spatial structure in these foregrounds compared to the CMB on the 
relevant scales. Note that the same arguments also apply to a spinning dust component. 
Our added statistical power relies on information at relatively small angular scales, where unresolved point 
source emission may contaminate the map. There are several reasons why it is unlikely to be responsible 
for our results. First, jointly fitting for both the primordial and the point source bispcctrum contributions 
has shown that neglecting the point source contribution does not bias fNL on the relevant range of scales 
[66, 65, 105]. Second, since bright point sources are highly clustered, one could hypothesize that there may 
be a contribution due to clustered point sources that are not explicitly masked by the KpO mask but that 
are near the point source exclusion regions. A re-analysis of the data using a mask with larger point source 
exclusion regions showed no significant shift. Galactic point sources with a gradient in galactic latitude 
cannot be responsible because our estimate is insensitive to extending the mask. 
All studies of the dominant secondary anisotropies conclude that they arc negligible for the analysis of 
the WMAP data for lmax < 800 [66, 105]. The largest expected biases arise from the !SW-lensing and 
SZ-lensing contributions. These partially cancel due to their opposite signs and arc expected to contribute 
a net bias of"" 2, and a much smaller effect on the error bar. Masking the Cold Spot found by [33] we find 
the central value of fNL increases to ("" 94), but we ignore this enhancement of our signal as an a posteriori 
effect. 
Finally we study the dependence of fNL on cosmological parameters. We find that within the 2a allowed 
range of cosmological parameters, the central value and the error bar varies by than 103 with the largest 
effect due to variations in n 8 • Setting ns = 0.95 reduces all kpO estimates by 5 - 203 while simultaneously 
reducing the variance by a similar amount. For n 8 = 0.95, lmax = 750 has a significantly smaller variance 
than those for lower lmax and gives fNL = 83.5 ± 27, increasing the statistical significance of the detection 
to more than 3a. 
We conclude that the WMAP 3 year data contains evidence that allows us to reject the null-hypothesis of 
primordial Gaussianity at the 99.53 significance level. Including our systematic error estimates, our result 
differs from f NL = 0 at the 2.5a level. If our result holds up under scrutiny and the statistical weight of 
future data, it will have profound implications on our understanding of the physics of the early Universe. 
As it stands, the data disfavors canonical single field slow-roll inflation. 
In addition to repeating our analysis on future data, further tests on currently available data using 
different higher order moments and additional bispectrum configurations may provide additional clues. The 
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implications of our result for other probes of the cosmological density field, such as the mass function and 
large scale structure data should also be considered. This detection demonstrates the promise of targeted 
searches for primordial non-Gaussianity as a probe of the early Universe. 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusion and Future Outlook 
In my thesis work I have developed ways of constraining the models of the early universe using the combined 
Cosmic Microwave Background temperature and E-polarization information (CMB T + E). Specifically, I 
worked on constraining the inflationary models using the non-Gaussian features they can imprint on the 
primordial curvature perturbations (and hence on the CMB). I focused on constraining specific classes of 
inflationary models that can generate non-Gaussianity of local type (local in real space). I have developed 
a method of reconstructing the primordial adiabatic perturbations at any given epoch. This reconstruction 
method allows us to be more sensitive to the primordial features which eventually helps us in character-
izing primordial non-Gaussianity. Current methods for detecting non-Gaussianity use only temperature 
information of the CMB. My work makes it possible to optimally utilize combined CMB T+ E informa-
tion to constrain the primordial non-Gaussianity. Also I have developed fast bispcctrum estimators for the 
amplitude of primordial non-Gaussianity (!NL) using combined CMB T+ E information. The estimator 
is computationally efficient. We have tested our estimators against non-Gaussian CMB temperature and 
polarization maps, in the presence of realistic noise, finite resolution, and partial sky coverage. 
Finally, using our estimator, we found evidence for primordial non-Gaussianity of the local type (/NL) 
in the temperature anisotropy of the CMB. On the basis of our analysis of the bispectrum of WMAP 3-year 
data up to lmax = 750, we have found the following constraint on fNL: 
27 < fNL < 147 (20-). (7.1) 
Thus we can reject fNL = 0 at 2.80", which leads to disfavoring canonical single field slow-roll inflation. We 
have tested the significance of the signal against variations in lmax, frequency, and masks, and have found 
it to be robust. We have also shown that the signal is not an apparent effect of any known foreground, 
instrument systematic, or secondary anisotropy. We have explored the impact of several analysis choices on 
the quoted significance and find 2.5<T to be conservative. 
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7.1 Primordial Non-Gaussianity, Towards the Goal of .6.fNL rv 1 
Although models of the early universe predict a large range of primordial non-Gaussianity (/NL rv 1-100), the 
simplest inflationary models predict fNL rv 1 [1, 82]. Even in the absence of any primordial non-Gaussianity, 
one expects the second order gravitational perturbations to produce non-Gaussianity of the order fNL rv 1. 
This sets the lower limit on the sensitivity to fNL which one could ever hope to reach. Current best constraints 
(D.fNL rv 60, at 2a level [121]) are far from the desired level (D.fNL rv 1), and so there is still work to be 
done. Understanding non-Gaussianity from CMB foregrounds, especially polarization foregrounds is one 
crucial step towards that goal. It is also useful to explore other cosmological probes (for example, large scale 
structure and redshifted 21-cm background radiation) besides CMB primary anisotropies, because even with 
the ideal CMB experiment one can only get down to D.fNL rv 2. 
Understanding the non-primordial sources of non-Gaussianity and characterizing non-Gaussianity from 
them is also very crucial. One does not want to confuse primordial non-Gaussianity with the non-primordial 
non-Gaussianity. Some examples of the sources of non-Gaussianity are CMB lensing, point sources, and 
the Sunyaev Zel'dovich effect. This issue will be much more significant for the upcoming experiments which 
have high sensitivity to small scale CMB anisotropies and hence are more prone to contamination from point 
sources and secondary anisotropies. 
21-cm hyperfine spin-flip transition of neutral hydrogen as a cosmological probe: Redshifted 
21-cm radiation coming from the cosmological neutral hydrogen carries a wealth of information about the 
cosmological structure formation. Especially, it provides unprecedented information on small scales [79, 15]. 
It has been shown (see [10], and references therein) that this 21-cm radiation is a unique window for probing 
the dark ages and cosmic re-ionization (CMB primary anisotropy provides only the integrated optical depth). 
Recently there also have been claims about the promise of using 21-cm background radiation [27, 97] to 
constrain primordial non-Gaussianity at the desired level (i.e. D.fNL rv 1). There are still major observational 
challenges (such as contamination from the galaxy and Earth's atmosphere) to map 21-cm background 
anisotropy data. However, there is a broad effort in the community to overcome these observational hurdles. 
The statistical methods I have been developing can be generalized to study 21-cm background radiation 
with relevant modifications. 
Non-Gaussianity from ekpyrotic models: Although inflation is the most promising theory of the 
early universe, alternative models have also been proposed, for example, the ekpyrotic (cyclic) model. The 
statistical properties of non-Gaussianities from different classes of inflation models arc well studied. The same 
can not be said for ekpyrotic models at present. There are some estimates of non-Gaussianities in ekpyrotic 
models [30, 70] which predict large non-Gaussian signals. While these estimates are still controversial (since 
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full calculation requires following the perturbation evolution through the singularity at the bounce), they 
suggest that primordial non-Gaussianity could be an observationally distinguishing feature of the ekpyrotic 
model that is much easier to identify than the lack of B-mode polarization. The type of non-Gaussianity 
expected is just the local non-Gaussianity for which I have developed optimal and fast estimators. 
Large scale structure: There has been recent interest in detecting primordial non-Gaussianity using the 
large scale structure. Recent results [34, 86] have shown that non-Gaussian intial conditions generate scale 
dependent bias and hence by the scale dependence of bias, one can constrain the primordial non-Gaussinity. 
The effect of primordial non-Gaussian perturbations on the large scale stucture is more prominent on large 
scales and at high redshifts. Future deep and large galaxy survey will be able to constrain fNL ~ 1. An effort 
is already underway using the current data sets for getting first constarints from the large scale structure. 
7.2 Primordial Gravity Waves 
Extracting information about gravitational wave background through detection of B-modes in CMB is an 
important science goal of upcoming missions such as Planck mission. Detection of B-modes is a test of 
the inflationary paradigm. Absence of B-modes in ekpyrotic models is also one of the distinguishing fea-
tures between inflation and ekpyrotic models. Since the primordial B-modes signal predicted by the current 
inflationary models is smaller than the polarization foreground signal (at all the relevant frequencies), char-
acterizing foreground contamination is crucial for B-modes detection. The ability to detect and characterize 
B-modes depends very strongly on our ability to be able to remove polarization foregrounds. The examples of 
B-mode contamination include extragalactic point sources, diffuse galactic synchrotron, thermal dust errtis-
sion and weak gravitational lensing of the E-polarization. These foreground contaminations at the moment 
are not very well understood. 
However, even in the absence of the primordial B-modes, weak gravitational lensing of E-polarization 
due to intervening matter generates B-modes of polarization (i.e, lensing B-modes). These lensing B-modes 
act as contamination for the detection of primordial B-modes. This contamination is larger than primordial 
B-modes on small angular scales. Delensing involves reconstructing the lensing potential and then using it 
to delens the CMB. Currently even the most promising estimates reduce the lensing power by only a factor 
~ 40 in the low-noise limit. A lot of effort is underway for developing the methods for dclensing the CMB 
sky to extract the primordial B-modes (e.g., [52, 59, 57, 51, 103]). 
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Appendix A 
Bispectrum and Bispectrum 
Estimator 
A-1 Derivation of Fast Cubic Estimator 
We derive an expectation value of the cubic statistics given by Eq. 5.11 
(Sprim) = -
1
1 j r 2 dr j d2n(B(n, r)B(n, r)A(n, r)) 
sky 
using the form of B and A as given by Eq. 5.2 and 5.3 
(A-1) 
(Sprim) =-}- L L L (C- 1 )~~(c- 1 )~;(c- 1 )g(a} 1 m,a~2m2 a~3mJ j r2drf3f1 (r)(3j2 (r)aL(r) 
sky ijkpqr £1£2£3 m1 m2m3 j d2nYt,m, (n)Yt2 m 2 (n)Vi3m3(n)(A-2) 
which simplifies to 
(Sprim) = /k L L lt,t2 t3 (c- 1 )~~(c- 1 )~;(c- 1 )~; j r2 dr(3~1 (r)(3j2 (r)a£3 (r)B~~;2 e3 (A-3) 
8 Y ijkpqr l1l2l3 
where 
(2£1+1)(2£24~ 1)(2£3 + 1) ( £01 £02 £03 ) , 
lt,£2£3 = " 
(A-4) 
and 
(A-5) 
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is the angular bispectrum, and B!i~ , = (a~ a~ a~ )is the CMB bispectrum and can be 
cic2cam1m2m3 cim1 .c.2m2 c3m3 
averaged as above due to isotropy. In deriving (Svrim) we have also used: 
(A-6) 
The theoretical primordial angular bispectrum can be written as : 
(A-7) 
where 
Using the above form of the theoretical bispectrum, (Sprim) further simplifies to 
(A-9) 
Now since Lt l £ = 6 Li <£ <f ~'where ~£1 t2 t3 , which is 1 when £ 1 =!= £2 =!= £3 , 6 when £1 = £2 = £3 , 1 2 3 l_ 2_ ·3 .L..lf1l2l3 
and 2 otherwise. 
(§ . ) = _1_ """"' """"' __ l_f Bpqr,phm(c-1)ip(C-1)Jq(C-1)kr Bijk.prim prim f L...., L...., ~ NL l1l2la l1 £2 fa l1f2la 
sky ijkpqr f1:0:l2:0:l3 f1l2f3 
(A-10) 
A-2 Proof of Covariance Matrix 
In this appendix we prove the equivalence between the optimal estimator given by [7] and our fast estimator 
Eqn. (A-9) 
(A-11) 
This is analogous to the temperature-only case [67]. On the left hand side ijk and pqr run over all the 
8 possible ordered combinations {TTT, TTE, TET, ETT, TEE, ETE, EET, EEE}, while for the estimator 
on the right hand side a and f3 run only over the four unordered combinations {TTT, TT E, TEE, EEE}. 
We prove the equivalence between the optimal estimator and the fast estimator for only one combination 
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of £1, £2, and £3, as the proof is same for all the combinations.The covariance matrix Cov is obtained in 
terms of err, cfE, and c[E (as in equation 7 in Babich and Zaldarriaga (2004)) by applying Wick's 
theorem, 
The covariance matrix above has the form Cov0 13, where ao, [3, run over {TTT, TTE, TEE, EEE}, which 
after simplification gives: 
3cJTT6TTcJTE 
3cJEEcJTTcJTT + 6cJTEcJTEcJTT 
3cJTE6TEcJTE + 6cJTT6EE6TE 
3cJTEcJTEcJEE 
3cJTTcJTEcJTE 
3cJTEcJTE6TE + 6cJTTcJEEcJTE 
6CEE6TE6TE + 36TT6EE6EE 
3cJTEcJEEcJEE 
cJTEcJTEcJTE J 
36TE6TE6EE 
3cJTE6EE6EE ' 
cJEE6EEcJEE 
( 
cTT cTE )-l 
where (;XY = ( c-1 )XY arc the XY clements of the matrix The above matrix is 
cTE cEE 
nothing but i( c-l )iP( c-l )iq( c-l )kr, after the additional permutations with fixed Q and {3 arc summed Up. 
For example, for ao = TTE the ijk index runs over the set {TTE, TET, ETT}. This completes the proof. 
A-3 Primordial Bispectrum 
In this section we will derive the bispectrum of primordial non-Gaussian perturbations if>. In particular we 
will assume non-Gaussianity of local type for which if> in the real specc can be written as: 
(A-13) 
Going to k space, 
(A-14) 
and using the convolution we can write, 
if>(k) = if>c(k) + fNL (2~ )3 j (if>c(k')if>c(k - k') - (if>c(k')if>c (k - k')) )d3 k'. (A-15) 
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Now we will evaluate the bispectrum: 
(<I>(k1)<I>(k2)<I>(k3)) = (JNL<I>a(k1)<I>a(k2) (2~3 ) j <I>a(k')<I>a(k3 - k') - (<I>c(k')<I>c(k - k'))d3k') + (Cyc) 
= (;:;) j {(<I>a(k1)<I>a(k2)<I>a(k')<I>a(k3 - k')) - (<I>c(k1)<I>c(k2))x 
(<I>a(k')<I>a(k- k'))}d3k' + (Cyc.) 
= (;:;) j {(<I>c(k1)<I>c(k2))(<I>c(k')<I>c(k3 - k'))+ 
(<I>a(k1)<I>a(k'))(<I>c(k2)<I>c(k3 - k')) + (<I>c(k2)<I>c(k'))(<I>c(k1)<I>c(k3 - k'))-
(<I>a(k1)<I>c(k2))(<I>c(k')<I>c(k3 - k'))}d3k' + (Cyc.) 
= (;:;) j { (<I>a(k1)<I>c(k'))(<I>c(k2)<I>a(k3 - k'))+ 
(<I>a(k2)<I>c(k'))(<I>a(k1)<I>a(k3 - k'))}d3 k' + (Cyc.) 
f NL 6 3 - -, 3 - - -, 
= (
2
n)3 (2n) {8 (k1 + k )P(k1)8 (k2 + k3 - k )P(k2)+ 
83(k2 + k')P(k2)83(k1 + k3 - k')P(k1)} + (Cyc.) 
Where P.1, is the linear power spectrum given by 
Including the cyclic terms give 
(A-16) 
(A-17) 
In terms of dimensionless power spectrum ~<1>, using the relation, P,1, ::= ~<1>k- 3 -(n.,-l), for the scale invariant 
case (ns = 1) we get 
(A-19) 
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Appendix B 
Useful Mathematical Identities 
(B-1) 
(B-2) 
- 1 fl dµ 81 = (-i)1 _
1 
z-Pe(µ)8(µ) (B-3) 
00 
eixµ = L(2£ + l)(i)fje(x)Pe(µ) (B-4) 
f=O 
Yi ( ') (21+1)(1-m)!Pm( e) im<P lm n = 47r(£ + l)! £ cos e . 
(B-5) 
dm 
?"'(cos e) = (-1)"' sin(ern Pe( cos B) 
£ d(cos e)m (B-6) 
(B-7) 
(B-8) 
Addition theorem of spherical harmonics 
~v• ('')Y, (') 2£+ lp ('' ') L__, I Rm n fm n = ~ e n · n 
m 
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L Yf~n(n')Yim(n) = 0(2l(fi1 - fi) 
hn. 
B-1 Wigner 3-J Symbol 
<P(f') = _I_jeikrq,(k)d3k (211")3 
(B-9) 
(B-10) 
In this appendix, we summarize basic properties of the Wigner 3-j symbol [98, 63]. The Wigner 3-j symbol, 
(B-11) 
characterizes geometric properties of the angular bispectrum and is related to the Clebsh-Gordan coefficients 
which describe coupling of two angular momenta in the quantum mechanics. In the quantum mechanics, l 
is the eigenvalue of the angular momentum operator, L = r x p: L2 Yim = l(l + l)Yim· m is the eigenvalue 
of the z-direction component of the angular momentum, LzYim = mYim· 
The symbol such as 
(B-12) 
describes coupling of two angular-momentum states, L1 and L2 , forming a coupled state, L3 = L1 + L2 . It 
follows from L1 + L2 - L3 = 0 that m1 + m 2 - m3 = O; thus, the Wigner 3-j symbol (B-11) describes three 
angular momenta forming a triangle, L1 + L2 + L3 = 0, and satisfies m 1 + m2 + m3 = 0. 
Since Li, L2, and L3 form a triangle, they have to satisfy the triangle conditions, !Li - LJI s Lk s Li+ Li, 
where Li= JL;J. Hence, Li, l2, and b also satisfy the triangle conditions, 
(B-13) 
otherwise, the Wigner 3-j symbol vanishes. The triangle conditions also include m 1 + m 2 + m 3 = 0. These 
properties may regard (l, m) as vectors, I, which satisfy 11 + b + h = 0. Note that, however, L 'I I. 
For Li = l2 and m3 = 0, the Wigner 3-j symbol reduces to 
(B-14) 
-m 
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Symmetry: The Wigner 3-j symbol is invariant under even permutations, 
(B-15) 
while it changes the phase for odd permutations if 11 +12 + /3 =odd, 
(B-16) 
(B-17) 
(B-18) 
If there is no z-direction component of the angular momenta in the system, i.e., m; = 0, then the Wigner 
3-j symbol of the system, 
(B-19) 
is non-zero only if Li+ 12 +13 =even. This symbol is invariant under any permutations of l;. 
Orthogonality: The Wigner 3-j symbol has the following orthogonality properties: 
(B-20) 
and I.(~. l2 ,, ) ( ,, l2 l~ ) _ 01 3 1; Om3 m; m2 m3 m1 m2 m' 213 + 1 ' 3 (B-21) 
or 
"~ ( .~. l2 ,, r =1 m2 m3 (B-22) 
The orthogonality properties arc essential for any basic calculations involving the Wigner 3-j symbols. Note 
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that these orthogonality properties are consistent with orthonormality of the angular-momentum eigenstate 
vectors, and unitarity of the Crebsh-Gordan coefficients, by definition. 
Rotation matrix: A finite rotation operator, D(a, (3, -y), ca 
(B-23) 
where a, (3, and 'Y are the Euler angles and Lx, Ly, and Lz are the angular momentum operators. Since 
the Wigner 3-j symbol describes coupling of two angular momenta, using the rotation matrix clement, 
D~m = {l, m' IDJ l, m), we can write 
n<l~) n<l~) = L(2l + 1) L D(l~)* ( 11 l2 [3 )( 11 l2 [3 ) rn 1m1 m 2m2 3 ni3rn3 m~ m~ m; la m3m; m1 m2 Tn3 (B-24) 
Note that Lm n;:!:;,.n~:!"m = Om'm"· 
B-2 Spin-Weighted Spherical Harmonics 
In this appendix we summarize the properties of spin-weighted harmonics. This section closely follows [77]. 
A quantity 7J is a spin-weight s object if under a rotation of an angle a it transforms as 
771 = exp(-s ia)77. (B-25) 
The rotation angle a is not a global rotation that changes the labeling of the coordinates of the sphere. It 
is a rotation in the plane tangent to the point of interest on the sphere, ic., a rotation of the coordinates 
defined on that tangent plane. The temperature anisotropy of CMB is an example of spin-0 quantity. The 
polarization of CMB, Q ± iU is an example of a spin-±2 quantity. 
Just as it is the case that a scalar (spin-0) function on a sphere can be expanded into a series of spherical 
harmonics Yim(e, ¢) (also spin-0 functions), a spin-s function can be expanded in spin-s spherical harmonics 
s Yim ( 0, <P ). In this section we point some properties of spin-weighted harmonics, for a detailed discussion 
see [91, 43, 53, 56]. For each JsJ :S l, they form a complete, orthogonal basis on the sphere: 
(B-26) 
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L s y;;,. (0, </> )s Ylm(B', ¢') = 6(¢ - ¢') 6(cos 8 - cos O'). 
l,1n 
(B-27) 
The raising operator, a and lowering operator, a, raise and lower the spin weight of a function respectively. 
A quantity in a frame rotated V' from the original frame by a prime, we have (a sf)' = cxp(-i(s+ 1)1/,i) (o sf), 
and (8 sf)'= exp(-i(s - 1)1/,i) (8 .!). Their explicit form is 
asf(O,¢) = -sin5 8 [aa+ si~Oa¢]sin-s0sf(O,</>), 
a.f(O,¢) -sin-•o [aa - si~Oa¢] sin8 0sf(O,¢). 
(B-28) 
(B-29) 
Suppose we have spin-±2 functions ±2f(O, </>)whose ¢-dependence satisfies 8¢ sf= im sf. Acting twice 
with the spin raising/lowering operators on ±2f gives [125] 
02 -2f(µ,</>) 
(-aµ+ 1r_:-µ2)2 [(1 - µ2) 2f(µ, </>)], 
(-aµ - 1r_:-µ2)2 [(1 - µ2)-2f(11,<f>)], 
(B-30) 
(B-31) 
where we have used the notationµ= cos 0. Notice that, 82 2f means acting a on a spin-2 function 2f first, 
then acting with another a on the resulting spin-1 function a 2f; the final result is a spin-0 function, which 
is invariant under a rotation. The same applies to the case a2 -21· 
One can relate the spin-s spherical harmonics the usual spherical harmonics by [43] 
[
(l-s)!]1;2 s 
sYlm = (l + s)! a Yim (B-32) 
for 0 ::; s ::; l, and 
[
(l+s)!]1;2 s--s 
sYlm= (l-s)! (-l)o Yim (B-33) 
for -l ::; s ::; 0. Using these, we obtain [e.g. 53] 
[ (l-2)!]
1
/
2
[2 2i 1 2] 
± 2Yim= (l+ 2)! 88 -cot08a±sin0(8a-cot0)8¢-sin2a°q, Ylm· 
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For completeness, the explicit expression for spin-s spherical harmonics is [43] 
eimc/> 21+1 (I+ m)!(l - m)! sin2l(8/2) 
4n (I+ s)!(I - s)! 
( 1-s)( l+s) x L (-1/-s-rcots-m+2r(8/2), r r s-m+r (B-34) 
where 
(:) p! = (p - q)! q! 
are the binomial coefficients. 
Useful properties of the spin-weighted spherical harmonics arc [e.g. 43]: 
Os Yim [(1- s)(I + S + 1)] 112 s+1Yim, 
5sYzm - [(I+ s)(I - S + 1)] 112 s-lYlm, 
5o sYlm -(l - s)(l + 8 + 1) .<Ylm· (B-35) 
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Appendix C 
Inflation and Slow-Roll 
Approximation 
The background Friedmann equations for the flat universe containing a homogeneous scalar field are: 
H2 = 3:~1 [v(¢) + ~¢21 
efi + 3H¢ = -V'(<P), 
(C-1) 
(C-2) 
where prime indicates d/d¢. Since acceleration requires p < -~ ~ ;p < V(<P) i.e whenever the potential 
energy dominates. The standard way of achieving this is by the slow-roll approximation, where you assume 
Which then also leads to 21 ~I < ~~. The background equations the simplifies to: 
3H¢ 
One can define slow-roll parameters 
m2 (V') 2 E(cP) = ~ -1671" v 
~v 3m~1 
-V' 
(C-3) 
(C-4) 
(C-5) 
(C-6) 
where the first measures the slope of the potential and second the curvature. Then the necessary conditions 
for the slow-roll approximation to hold can be written as: 
1771 « 1 . (C-7) 
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Appendix D 
CMB Anisotropies 
CMB temperature is a spin-0 quantity. while a particular combination of strokes Q and U parameter 
transforms as a spin-2 quantity i.e under a rotation through an angle 'ljJ about Fi, 
T'(n) = T(n), (Q ± iU)'(n) = e'f2i1/J(Q ± iU)(n), (D-1) 
The Stokes parameters are measured with respect to the local coordinate system specified by the vectors 
(eo, e¢) on the tangent plane at the point of interest. Following appendix B-2 we expand the parameters 
T(n) L ar,lm Yim(n), 
l,m 
(Q ± iU)(n) L U±2,lm ±2Yim(n), (D-2) 
l,m 
Using spin raising and lowering operators, together with Eqn (B-35), we obtain two spin-0 quantities: 
~F (Q + iU)(n) L a2,lm M2Yim(n) = L a2,lm a (-J(l + 2)(l - l)iYim) 
l.m l,m 
[
(l + 2)!] 112 A L (l - 2)! a2,lm Yim(n), l,m 
o2 (Q - iU)(n) [
(l + 2)!] 112 A L (l _ 2)! a-2,lm Yim(n). l,m (D-3) 
Using the orthogonalities of spin-0 & 2 spherical harmonics, we cau obtain the cxpansiou coefficients: 
ar,lm = j dD. Yz::n(n) T(ii), 
a2,lm j drl2Yz;,,(n)(Q+iU)(n),= [~:~~~:f12 j dDYz;,,(n)S2 (Q+iU)(n), 
a-2,1m j dfl_2Yz;n(n)(Q-iU)(fr),= [~:~~~:f12 j dDYz;n(fr)o2 (Q-iU)(n). 
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We will now define new variables, E and B, which arc scalar (spin-0) quantities1 . 
i!:(n) ~1 (~·p (Q + iU)(n) + o2 (Q - iU)(n)) = L [ ~~ ~ ~~~ f 12 aE,lm Ylm(n) 
l,m 
L aE,lm Ylm(n), 
l,m 
-1 - [(1+2)!]1/2 
B(n) 2T (o2 (Q + iU)(fi) - o2 (Q - iU)(fi)) = L (l - 2)! aa,lm Ylm(fi) 
l,m 
L aB,lm Ylm(fi), 
l,m, 
where we have introduced coefficients which are linear combinations of a2,lm and a-2,1m: 
aE,lm 
aa,lm 
a - -(E,B),lm 
-(a2,lm + a-2,!m)/2, 
-(a2,!m - a-2,1m)/2i, 
[
(1+2)!]1/2 
(I_ 2)! a(E,B),lm· 
An advantages of E and B is that they arc real and that they have distinct parities2 
(D-4) 
(D-5) 
(D-6) 
Finally, let us define the power spectra necessary to describe the statistics of CMB temperature and 
polarization maps: 
c{Y = 21~1 L(ax.lm av.Im), (D-7) 
m 
where X and Y can T, E, or B, and ( ... ) denotes ensemble average. From Eqn (D-4) we sec that 
(ar,l'm' aT,lm) = j j df!'df! (T*(n')T(n)) Yl•m•(fi')Ylm(fi). 
If correlation in temperature at different sky positions fi' and n can be expressed as (T*(fi')T(n)) = CTT(fi' · 
n), i.e. only a function of the angle between the two position vectors, we can expand the correlation function 
in terms of the Legendre polynomial: 
C ( , / , ) """"' 2q + 1 C n (, / , ) TT n · n = 0 ~ Tq'q n · n. 
q 
1 Using these new variable let us do the calculation of polarization spectra analogous to that of the temperature spectrum 
2 Under parity transformation the E pattern remains the same, while that of B changes sign. It is this property which makes 
the cross-correlations between B and T or E vanish. 
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Using addition theorem of spherical harmonics we obtain 
(ar,i'm' ar,im) L Crq j dO' Yq*k(n')Yi•m•(n') j dO Yqk(n)Yim(n) 
q,k 
L Crq c5ql'Okm'Oql8km 
q,k 
Cri 81l'Omm'· 
Similar calculations lead to other correlations between T, E, and B modes; we therefore conclude 
(aX,l'm' ax,irn) 
(ar,l'm' aE,lm) 
(aB,l'm' ar,im) (aB.l'm' aE.lm) = 0. 
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(D-8) 
(D-9) 
Appendix E 
Cosmology Cheat Sheet 
E-0.1 Boltzmann Equations 
El+ ikµ.8 == -<i>- ikµiJ! - f(8o - 8 + /Wb - !P2(µ)II) 
Elp + ikµ8p == -f( -8p + ! (1 - P2 (µ))II) where II == 82 + 8 P2 + 8 Po 
J + ikv == -3<i> Jb + ikvb == -3.P 
i; + ~v = -ikiJ! Vb+ ~Vb== -·ikiJ! + i(vb + 3i81) where 
Ji!+ ikµN ==-<ii - ikµiJ! 
E-0.2 Einstein's Equations 
ds2 = -(1+2A) dt2 - aB,; dtdxi + a2(6;1 [l + 2iJ!] - 2E,;1) dxidx1, 
For Newtonian gauge A== w == <P, B == E = 0 
·µ rµ .,, ·ry - o c - -n 1 -n - s er X - ryvX X - JlV =:: '"-JlV - 7,91ivl"- - 7r µv 
h R>. - ar~v ar~. r'l r>. r'l r>. d W ere µv1< =:: 8x• - 8x" + µv 1<1) - µK V1J an 
Rµv = R~>.v• R = gµ"R1w 
r >. -1 >.;(~ + ~ _ og,,") µv - 29 Bx" Bx" 8x' 
Gauge invariants: <PA = A+ a 01) a(E - B) I 8 [ . ] <PH= -iJ! + aH(B - E) 
k2 <P+3~(<i>-iJ!~) == 4nGa2 [pmcSm + 4pr8r.o] where er= e+N 
k2(<P + w) == -32nGa2pr8r,2 
k2<P == 4nGa2 [Pmilm + 4pr8r,0 + 3~H (ipmVm + 4pr8r,1)] 
E-0.3 Initial Conditions (kT << 1) 
Elo == -cl> No = -cl> J == -3ci> Jb = -3.P 
/" == _ i~'tT;° J _ ljJ 
'> - k p+P 
P. (k) _ 87r H 2 I _ 507r2 ( k )n-IJ2 (__lk_)2 
<I> - 9k3 <m~1 all=k = 9k3 Ho JI D1(a=I) 
p (k) -- 87r H2 I - A k"T-3 h -- Ffmf;; aH=k = T 
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(E-1) 
(E-2) 
(E-3) 
E-0.4 Inhomogeneities and Anisotropies 
Using Equation (E-1) one obtains CMB anisotropies: 
81(k, To)= J;0 dTS(k, T)j1 [k(To - T)], 
Where, S(k,T) = e-:r [-<i>- f(8o + irr)] + d~ [e-"(w - ~)] - ~ J;
2 
[e-"irr] 
~ 81(k, To)~ [8o(k, T*) + '1J(k, T*)] jz [k(To - T*)] + 381(k, T*)(jz-1 [k(To - T*)] - (l+l~(!'i~:)T,)j )+ 
(E-4) 
J;0 dTe-f [~(k,T) - <i>(k,T)] jz [k(To -T*)] (E-5) 
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